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PADUCAH WILL BE RUSSIAN COUPLE MARRIED
WELL REPRESENTED AT THE PALMER HOUSE BY
AT WHEELING MEET COUNTY JUDGE LIGHTFOOT,
Sawnders Fowler, Capt. Mark
Coles. Maj. J. H.Ashcraft and
Henry Petter Will Start in
the Morning to Attend Ohio
Valley Improvement- Associ-
ation Convention.
-THE TENNESSEE CONVENTION
The Paducah delegation to the
Ohio Valley Improvement association
convention at Wheeling will leave on
the 1:15 train tomorrow morning for
Cincinnati. where they will be joined
by the Cincinnati delegation tomor-
row night, it being arranged that the
two delegations shall make the trip
together. Those Who will go froin
Paducah win be Saunders Fowlet. H.
E. Petter, Major J. H. Ashcraft and
Captain Mark Cole.
It is frxpected that the convention
this year will be the most important
in the history of the association, as
the prospects are favorable for the
early realization of the hopes and
plans of its originators. Since the
visit of President Roosevelt to this
section and his expressed intention of
uiging the expenditure of the govern-
ment's money for a nine-foot stage
from Pittsburg to ("air° it is bettered
that the next session of congress Il.l ta
d'o more for the aid of the movemen
than has ever been done before.
There will be no effort made to
brag thkenext meeting of the conven-
tion to Paucah, as this city had that
honor a few years ago, and it is the
Intention of the promoters of the
movement to meet in every Important
city in the valley that its interest
may be stimulated.
"It would be no trouble to bring
the convention here If we. were to go
after it." remarked Mr. Henry Petter
this morning. "The delegates. who
were here, have not forgotten the
aiocom% that was extended them, and
at each meeting I have attended since
I have heard dozens of them speak
of their visit to Paducah, saying that
they never will forget the hospitality
shown them."
Captain James Koger went to
Knoxville to attend the Tennessee
river convention.
Baby aseattel to ellaile
Sergent. Ky., Nov. 12.—The three-
year old baby boy of Pheriff C C.
Crataford was burned to death in its
home in WhItesbutg early lase nee-1st
during the absence of the family at
the supper table. In some manner
the child's clothing caught fire. It
was almost burned to a coley, and
the parents ar alneset grief-stricken.
ALLEGED MURDERER OF
HER HUSBAND GOES FREE.
C'eveland, Nov. U.—Mrs. Cher-
i
r
I te Phillips, charged with the mur-
of .her husband. H. J. Phillips. a
I man, was disehftrged from 6.--
dy by Justice Brown today. Also
held the evidence Insufficient to war-
rant holding the woman to the grand
jury.
HONOR FOR I. W. BERNHEIM.
New York. Nor. 12.—Mayor SuIZt
berger, of Philadelphia, was chosen
president of the American Jewish
committee at the annual meeting here
today. The committee elected I. We.
Beinhelm. of Louisville. treasurer:
Herbert Friedenwald, of this cit).
secretary. and Julian W. Hack, or
Chicago, and Isaac H. Kempner, of
Galveston, Tex.. vice-president.
DEMANDS ON CHARITY
With the cold spel: came large in-
creases in the demands on the re-
sources of the Charity club. Yester-
day ll cases were relieved and today
Many other calls for help were re-
ceived at the headquarters, 307 Ken-
tucky avenue. Jap Toner, agent for
the society, remains in the office it.
the mornings, and investigates cases
in the afternoon. Besides requests
for fuel, there are many calls for
clothing. Yesterday Mrs. R. Loeb. of
504 Broadway, gave a large quantity
of clothing to the club.
MIL WMURTRIE AND
MISS MART] XMARRIED.
Mr. R. L. Mceturtrie, proprietor 04
the mattress works at Fourth snit
Jefferson streets, and Miss Latins
Martin were married today at Smith-
laud. the former home of the bride.
Miss Martin Is a sister of Mr. Linn
Martin, ..eleginster AU. the •Pelmet.
House, and Is an 'attractiv.e young
lady, having made many friends dur-
ing her residence with -her brother
in the ralty:rei*.The ftnio
They dal rettirn tb Padueith tomor-
row.
Aid of Interpreter Needed and Rabbi
M. Lovitch Performed Rite in
Orthodox Fashion
If ever the matrimonial knot wee
securely tied it was in the case of
elise Helen eloodettein and Mr. Har-
ry Wolkwitz, two Russian Jewel, and
first cousins. They arrived here lase
night at 7:45 o'clock from St. Louis
to be married, and with the market-
ance of friends finally overcame the
obetacles., To make matte's more
secure they were remarried this
morning, and a big reception and
breakfuet was furniehed to celebrate
the event by disentereeted friends.
Neither can speak tee s-English lan-
guage and it was neeeesary to call
in an ln.terpreter.
?he couple were first mousine and
coulld not be married in Miswour.
The groom 'had come to this countr:,
one year ago and fell in with Mr. C.
Werner, of So Louie. a baker. Hel
eetabitehed le-Impel( In the baker'
but poen turned to the brewery and
went to work at the Lemke brew-
ery. Eetablishing himself securely
he sent for his fiencee. She came
This was three months ago. They
saw the trupossIbilRy of a tuarriuge
Missouri and on sante- of [Mende
Mr. Friedman,cattle here. Jake a
friers] of Mr. \Verner, received a
telegram instructing him to aid. He
mot tercets at the train. It required
over an hour to locate a deputy
county clerk, who was finally (Oiled
at the skating rink. The license was
procured, the next etep was to find
BROKEN BIT GAVE
PATROL TEAM FREE
REIN TO RUN AWAY
William t Bill) Rogers, the well
known patrolman, krown among his
friends as the "reach-in-and-grate!
them-man." because of his abnormal
leach. was successful in stopping the
patrol wagon horses this mornini!
and saving himself from a ducking
in the Ohio river. am well as perform-
ing the same gracious act of comet
tesy for Patrolman Casper Jones his
companion. The patrol wagon horses
were feeling good, and a broken bit
caused them to run away.
When Patrolmen Casper Jones and
William Rogers arrived at the c:ty
hall shortly before 6 o'clock a call
was 'phoned in that two coal thieves
had been captured at Eleventh street
and Broadway. Patrol Drivei. Thad
Terrell had just gone, and Patrolman
Rogers voluhteered to Wrich up and
make the run.
• When they started down Kentucky
evenue on the return trip the horses
were "picking up some" and the
loose-jointed driver seemed uncon-
scious of any danger until be discov-
ered that a hit was broken.
At Third street and Kentucky ave.
nue, after having passed the pollee
station at a 2:04 clip. Patrolman
Rogers settled back, and with one
mighty swing landed the horses on
their haunches and the wagon came
to R halt.
Chief of Police James Collins pho-
ned a medal on earn this morning
when he learned of the affair. "For
Bravery in Einergentees" the badges
read.
THE WEATHER.
Partly cloudy and continued cotI
aittnrieTnesitti.
Perlitare Itesierdur. 41; lowed today, I $t. !ovule, Nov 12.--Wheat,
24. icorn, 63%; oats, 49%.
some one to officiate. Judge.Light-
foot was summoned and hi the Pei-
mer House parlors tied the knot. It
was not without difficulti. s, however.
as M.r. Jake Friedman. of 419 North 'ad:- •
Seventh street. who speaks German
fluently, had to be brought into COM- ,
natation as an interpreter. This . -
morning Mrs. Friedman, wife of ell •
Jake Friedman, tendered elle coup'
a breakfast and at 9:40 they return.•,1
to St. Louis, just 30 minutes after I.,-
being reonarrisel by Rabbi Mtoer
Lov itch.
Champ Clark 21,000 POUNDS OF
SAMPLE TOBACCO
PUT ON g.LE HERE
WALSH HAS SPIES
THAT OUTNUMBER
CHICAGO POLICE
Obitago, Nov. 12. trial of
John R. Waltsh, the railroad magnate
and millionaire, charged with tee de-
faleation of fifteen malions, which
wrecked the-Nationse State Bank said
Trust company, began in federwl
court today. Judie S. Maier, the
tiondred thou/and dollar Standard
Oil lawyer, is orse•of Walvis', attor-
neys. Two hundred veniremen are
beim examined today. District At-
torney Sims declared he discovered
the existence of a Walsh spy system
with a force Meg- r than the police
department of the city Walsh Is un-
der two indlotuseutsV more than
150 counts for alleg looting of
banks,
IN INDIANA PASTOR IS
CALLED TO HENDERSON.
Henderson, Ky., Nov. 12.—The
Rev. James Vernon, of Wineheeter.
Ind., has accepted a call to the pee-
terete of the First Christiau church
cf thes city, to succeed the Rev. Wil-
liam A. Ward, resigned The Rev.
teerreerr is an able minister and is
well known here, as he was pastor
of this churah for several seers, leav_
ing for Indiana about five years ago.
lie is expected within a few weeke.
HEBRON MISSION SENDAI'
SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENT.
Members of the Hebron Presbyter.
Ian Mission Sunday school and their,
friends we44 be enterteleed tonight at
the home of Mrs. Friane. 1121 Lang-
staff avenue. Rowlandtown. Refrywh-
feente and games teal be provided,
end the aerents are invited to at-
tend.*
Married at Illetropolls.
Mr. Benjamin F. Dune, son of
Andrew Dun.n. a prominent feallard
county farmer, and Miss Florence
Lee, of the same county. were mar-
fled. by' Magistrate Thomas Liggett,
at Metropolis, Sunday morning at 6
o'clock
Hiram Cooper and Mao Ora Stew-
art. of Maseac counta. III., were war-
ded by Magistrate Liggett Sunday
afteornoon. They were married in the
presence of Mrs. William leuteh, Mr.
John Bonelanaon, Mrs. Bivimi sad the
Meows Cora ans1 Cassie ilivine.
Tar I'ollections.
Sheriff John °Wisee reports the
folkeetno collections for October ncrt
turned in at the close of the month;
$2,464.69.
SNOW IN TENNESSEE
Chattanooga. Tenn_ Nov. 12.--
The first snow of the season fell here
toda)
EDWARD STARKS ILL
MT. Fedveard Starks, of Murray.
who has numerous relatives in, and
around Paducah, is reported as
114)1)4OSSil y ill of stomach trouble and
is not expected to Ifee many _flays.
He is an uncle of Mayor-elect James
P. Smith and a brother-in-law of Mr.
E. W. Wear. the printee • Other rdi
salves here ore Mrs 1-1. B. Lion,tof
the city. and James and Smith Utter-
back, of Brookport.
Grain Market. -
9a;
/ I
CONGRESSMAN CHAMP CLARK.
POWERS PLEA IN _
ABATEMENT NOT
SUSTAINED TODAY
Georgetown, Ky., Nov. 12. (Spe-
cial - P r ossec.0 Lion of the powers
,eve an nou me() ready for alai. The
aso cffered 'the pardon given by
Governor TaYitir as a plea in abate•
meet. The attorney* flied oh-
ions.•
Fiduklin ,wanted to Introduce
'woe!, but Judge Morris ruled
evillest it. A legal squabble followed
and adjournment until this after-
neon.
Ji/dge Morris overruled the motion
it the d retrae. offering ahe pardon
as a plea in abatement, but elbowed
the detenee time to make au avowal.
He took the gieund that the general
aseembifleas• the judee of who was
Kovernor at the time, and tee court
,ould not go behind that.
$2210001000 FOR
DEFENSES OF ALL
OUR SEA COASTS
Washington, Nov. 12.—Congress
will be asked to appropriate 112.000,-
.1.10 for seacoast dt•fensee at the aP-
',roe hung session. $11o.500,000 of
which will be expended in our in-
sular possession-.
MEN WILL HAVE SOCIAL
The "awn only" sign will be posted
at the First Presbyterian church the
night of December 11o. when the
"Men's Auxiliary," composed of WI
the men of the eengregetion will en-
LOY II spread and social evening in
tile.chureh parloe. There was R large
littondaneo at the meeting last ?Sett
when committee work was assigned.
and the interest Was general and
genuine.
PASSENGERS IN PANIC
libeckeose driving on the part of
George Berry, colored, of 914, Ken-
tucky avenue, came near causing
him to lies' Ida life, besides endanger-
tug the safety of a number of, pas-
sengers on a Broadway street ear,
this morning at Twentsifourth and
Jefferson streets. Berry was driving
a delivery wagon and attempted to
cross the street just in front of the
car. The motortnan- mulled to him
to wait Until the .•ar paseed. bet Ber-
ry mid hso didn't hear or see slo-
th-log, and just as the. wagon Was
IPtiOng the track the car struck the
rear wheelie turning the veldt-lie over
and tarensing • Beery to the ground.
He was Severe:y bruised about tee
face and bed) Medltal nid was
eumnioned bat it raw found that no
bone* veers, broken.
Ilee car was well loaded with pas-
senger*. the aerate/it fwe.Urring early_
te the Morning and iiiipok ot padre'
was oatrop4 when it was seen rbet the
Car was aipout to strike the wagon.
INFLUENCE BEING BROUGHT
TO BEAR TO INDUCE SCHOOL
TRUSTEES TO RESIGN SEATS
Indicates ‘"olume of Business SIX LIVES LOST
in ithis and Adjoining Cain-
ties Done by Tobacco Grow-
ers' Association of Western
District—Will Defray Incid-
ental Expenses
LATEST ABOUT LIK'AL MARKET
Samples of the remaining fourteen
hogsheads of the 1907 crop of to-
bacco controlled by the growers' as-
sociation have been received at the
salesroom of the association in Padto
(oh and are being offered for sale by
Salesman 'ea:. The fourteen hogs-
heads are made up entirely of sam-
ples of the types that have been
prized and sold by the as-relation
and the receipts from the sale will go
into the expense fund of the associa-
tion to be used in paying incidental
expenses. The fourteen hogsheads,
having a combined weight of 21,000
pounds. afford an Idea as to the ins-
tuensity of the business of the asso-
ciation in Paducah. Mayfield and
Murray. or the western district
UNION Itlesta I. MISSION.
Itseerist-ae Work- ;mew Ity the Reef
and Mos. Chiles During Octolwr.
Six services; 17 visits; given away
400 pieces of clothing; 51111 paper 
and tracts; 10 books; 57 meals; 24
lodgings: secured employment foi
seven women; rescued three girls.
Preparations are being made for
Thanksgiving. Donations will be
called for if address Is left at mis-
sion, 431 South Third street. or by
'phone. Oal 1073, new 1076.
New Train From Cairo.
This morieng a brand new train
came into Paducah from Cairo. It
was a new equipment from Chicago
es take the place of the old worn-out
equipment which had been timed since
the Cairo extension was put Into com-
mission.
etre. Mary Shockley,
Mayfield. Ky, Not. 12.-- Mrs. Mary
Shoeleley. mother of Mre.T. I. Shock-
ley, of Farmington, died Monday
rimming at the home of her wen at
Farming(on, of pneumonia. Mrs.
Shockley was S3 years old
FIRE IN TOBACCO
WAREHOUSE LAID
TO INCENDIARIES
Owenton. Ky., Nov. 12. (Specal)
—The bg tobacco warehouse of T. T.
Vallanding burned with 11,001)
diary origin.
IN HOTEL FIRE
IN NEW ENGLAND
New Haven, Conn.. Nov. 12.-- At
icetet, six lives were lo.tt in a fire that
badly damaged tli.• liutel Garde early
toeay. The dead were enmity:. oa on
lime hotel. It is Ixolievell that all the
guests escaped. The fire tollowed on
explosion on the fifth floor in tie.
north wing of the building. The lael-
les of the dead 55.t•t4. burned lee..11.1
recognition. The Garde is (Inc of
the largest hotels in the city. 1saae
Levine, day perter. was killed le
falling front a rope. Fire wad uut
at 2:30 a. to
Warrants for Councilmen. Aldo
ernon and School Trustees
are in Hands of Clerks and
Short Term Men May Assume
Seats on Boards Without De-
lay.
School Politicians are Sound-
ing Trustees-elect to ascer-
tain Whether they can be
nduccd to Refuse to qualify
So Board May Elect St's.
Sows.
Warrants of the election of' eoutoThe damage, it is tholoilit, is about
ellmen and aldermen and school521.000. W'hen th.• teremen made
thtir way to the top floor they found 'las-tete have been placed in the
hands of the city clerk and the clerkfour bodices so charred as to be un-
f the eshool board Alderman W.recognizable. two of them in a room
T. Miller and Couneilman T Ford.where it is thoug-hr the fire started.
of the Fifth ward. may relate') atFirenn are oarthina the ruinq
moms owe. and take their seats in the nextof the Hoot Garde, lelieving
bodies will be Omuta as 150 
guest,, iii.nit.d4(1.1:)gu(,nst.ialcceedman 
Tuttle,
,ing  id aeir)gilaiifr..o on Snittbt
the street by the
Mayor Yelper,
were driven
II ames.
to
USES COMMON T
"SinaiOe wenderfal results have
been obtained here toy the use of corn-
:non tar in the preparatiton of gravel
fereete.'' says Atwell Thompson, city
engineer. of Jackson. Teen., In a
letter to City Engineer I. A. Wash-
ington. Mr. Waehington will go to
eheksen this week, probabiy to in-
!Tete the streets.
EVITTS-OEHLSCHLAEGER
In- the salool board Trustees-elect.
-IL Borelttrala.. of the feexoaliward.
and Ed Morrie, of the Fifth ward,
may take their seats in the next
meeting, ourceeding Incumbents who
were elected to the board to fill sa
eandea.
The ace's-salon of Trustess-elect
Bondurant will necessitate the elec-
tion af an ad loterim president to
succeed Colonel Potter. although it
Is probable 'test a preosident pro tem
e ill be ...noted in the leeeember
meeting
The school board fcr the last year
has been a confusionti as several
menthe: s hat' re signed andMr. J. E. Evitte. 25 years; oil, and board has filled their places.Miss Tillie May Oehlschlaetter. 20 proaideots have served, and sonicrieara old, were married last til..tht at
electt.d to fill vacateles wereto o'clock in the PaHore of *lodge left me the Hetet!' this fall, some1.ifigett's seCdeooe at Au'. ritr"Ila s The woo dee ao d and setae elected to-ouple were accompanied. by Miss
e:vitts, sister of the groom, Miss Alva
Smith and Mr. H. Erechel. Mr. Evitts
is a conductor for the Illinois Cen-
tray and Miss Oehlschlaeger the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Oehl-
seldateger,
CRAZED BY DRINK
Louisville, Nov. 12. I Specia1.1-
While crazed by drink. Edward
Weber, 20 years old, entered the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilaam Fow-
ler, on Went Market street, the.
morning, armed with a revolver, and
efler making a demand to see a
woman honied Eva, attaclod Mr.
tad Mrs. Fowler, beating them over
the heads with the revolver, and
wound up by '43M-sting Mr. Fowler in
the right arm. lie was arrested,-
was 
G"Ixen- COPIES NAMES OF
He Left Carlisle.
Carlirle. Nov. 12. I Spedial.1—A
reoresentative of Silas Shelburne &
ti011s, tobacco men___er Lexington.
tried to buy -tobacco herealeut wart
warned-e-by the farmers' committee
not to buy any, and was ordered to
ieave town and not return. He
obeyed instructions.
KILLED BY A TRAIN
Bowline Green. Ky.. Nov. 12. (Spe-
eial.i—John Wiliam, of this city, and
INA Taught*, a painter, were run
over and killed by a train in this
teenty.
DIED OF HEART DISEASE
Miss Susie Hubbard, of 414 Norton
street, has returned from Louisville.
where she attended the funeral tot
her brother, Mark Hubbard, who died
at West Point last wetek. It was re-
ported from Louisville that Mr. Hub-
bard had been killed by a train, bitt
he died of heart disease.
QUEER PROCEEDINGS
le ba non 'Ind , Nev. Ataxia
toter, tired of trying to flml his wife
whom. he decharesi. bee been hidden
by her mother. Oxley began injunc-
tion preeeedinge age-Met his mother-
in-Jaw, Mrs. Loubei Nis-nelson, whab
eel prevent the mother front 'speak-
.1-9-1;r..11?-6 4p0_4:t1:110:Y•re_andriiviZ.Protnantt.luel
hems( alienatkm of hie wife's af-
fections and asks $6,000. damage*.
h u The Id
PROMINENT MEN
AND FORGES THEM
Persoile. N v. 12.-11 0 Smith
of Fort Smith, Ark., is held, accuod
of copying signatureg from biographic
hooks in the libraries of prominent
men, and then, It :s alleged, forgine
the names. - It Is said Smith is want-
ed by the Kansas B'unkers' asso-
ciation for forgeries amounting to
seneem. A reward of $2.000 is
offered for his arrest, lie had th,
alias of Paul Holloway.
FAMOUS VALE CANDY MAN DIES
---
Hannibal Was Known to New Haven
Students for Fifty Years,
New Haven., Corm, Nov: 12
Hannibal, the famous Yale candy
man, is dead. He was 44 Yealw of
age, and for half a century was
known by every Yale undereraduate.
He was a colored candy peddler, an
!water, instructor of boxing and gene
FT;11 humorist. His name was George
Henry Hannibal, and he leives a
widow and Opughier, lie died of a
suddese attack of throat meetly's*.
He Bent Hie Wife.
Hamilton, 0., Nov. 12.
saI.' ,arreets are promised as the re-
sult. of a beating *Oen Edwall Ter-
-re. a 76t year-old negro of Oxford.
last rilidit• by wh eeepiwts Torre
Was beaten for estepplog hie wife
Neighbors drove the whiteoappere
away. ter -races at New Orleans,
fie long or short terms.
It la currently rumored that poll-
tieirens are already at work, trying
to induce trustees-elect tu decline te
etteaffy..by showing them how !surd
the work is. frightening them 'with
talk of disqualincationa, or invoking
Iii,- potter of friendship. The effort
is to be made to get them out of the
ease-. lee Miters, who wieh to get on
the board. may be appointed to MI
the vacancies.
There are a nurato-er of professional
telex!l politicians who cannot get
netninatione on regular tickets and
ere not strong enough to run Inds--
odielently. who have been wonder-
:ally succeseful in !securing thtee
own ettotion -by the board to fill va-
,eteriee. 1'11.e-et men, through their
-rands in and out of the schools, naeo
4.1. ry means to get regularly elected
:rusices to vacate and then infiu-
• Tlet. is brought to fear on the true-
eoe to eieet these men to the vacant
pieces!. In - this way in times past,
;11.• whole complexion of the board
has a on (hanged after the electien.
WILL CONFER %ROUT TAX LAW.
tiovernors am! Wiell Known Eel 1414S.
1111.4% (II At tend CIPIUM.F11.". Meet.
Columbus, Ohio. Noe. ie. The
envenors of a number of etetes and
niatry well known econemiste eel at-
t. no the national eoeferenre on tax-
ation. to Open in Columleie Tuesday.
noeetine promisee to LS. tit, Most
1111110Tt4t 111 t of it5 kind fes ,•t• heel In
the reited Stat•s. The governors' of
eracticaily all Ilse state have ap-
teditted delegates, writers on •
vetosomic quvetioes have.rtee pod in-
vitations to attend and the practice'
tax 111. 41 of the country sill he pres-
ent. The object of the i•onfoorence Is
a free inttrAange of mention among
men -who are working for the better-
ment of the taxation laws -of -Mc
coun-tirv. federal, state and local.
, Mayfield Couple W-ed.
A marriage neenee was issued
Saturday evening to Mr. Thomas H.
ant and Mrs. T. A. Dunning, SU.
Bryant is a prominent merchant to
this cio and has been identified with
the business interests of this city to,'
sonic time. Mrs. Dunning is also •
native of this city and Ms a host of
friends here who *are wishing her
every hAppinetoz. The couple
(continue to rt.side in this -
field Monitor.
lead Train Takes
-The ,fast petrieen too train No. 101.
from Lintlaville to New Orleane, cor-
tical: ft!lar...,ear eiglade_of fast raga
hnnes last Di lit as regular 1lik114.4411-
gl.rt4. They are to enter the lee win-
OVER TWO THOUSAND
VISITORS A DAY
Cooper Explains Reason for Remarkable
Average of Boston Callers.
During 1.. T. Cooper's reeent stay
in eton, it is estimated that siat-
five thousand people talked with hint
and purchased his medicine. This
Is an average of over two thousand a
day.
His success was no phenomenal as
to cause universal comment both by
tine public and the press. There must
be a reasen for, this. Here is the
reason given in his own words by Mr.
Cooper when interviewed on the sub-
ject He said:
"The immense numbers of people
who are calling on me here in Bos-
ton Is not unueual. I have had the
same experience for the past two
sears wherever 1 have gone. The
reason is a simple one. It is because
my medicine puts the stomach in
geed condition. This does not sound
unusual, but it is in fact the key to
health. The stomach is the very
foundatron of life. I attribute 90
per cent. of all sickness directly to
the stomach.
"Neither animals nor men can re-
main well with a poor digestive ap-
paratus. Few can be sick with a elb
gestion in perfect condition. As a
matter of fact, Most men and women
today .are half-sick. It is because
too much food and too little exer-
cise have gradually forced the stom-
ach into a half-sick condition. My
medicine gets the stomach back
where it was, and that is all that is
necessary.''
Amon e Boston people who are
staunch believers in Mr Cooper's
,heory, is Mr. Frank D. Brown, of 57
Bloomingdale street. Chelsea, Mass.
He says:
"For five years I have sought re-
lief for indignation, stomach trouble
and dyspepsia, spending nearly all my
wages with doctors and obtaining no
results. I had dull pains *rota my
back, radiating to tpe shoulders. I
had splitting headaches, which noth-
ing seemed to cure. There was a
gnawing and rumbling In- my stomach
and bowels. I was troubled with
vertigo and dizziness, and at times
almost overcome by drowsiness.
"I felt tired and worn out all the
time, my sleep was not refreshing,
and I would get up in the morning
feeling as weary as when I went to
bed. My appetite was variable—
ravenous at times ,then again nau-
seated at the sight of food. Some
times nik face was pale, at other
times flushed. I was constipated and
bilious, and had cataerhal affection
in nose and throat, which caused me
16 hawk and spit a great deal, es-
Pecially in the morning. I heard so
much t ofrtoothm metrytloo perrnteedl 
them. After taking
fiese thatt 
bet-
ter 
de id d-
sue bottle, a tapeworm au feet long
. 
y 
system.
almost. immediately. All my
troubles disappeared as if by magic,
and my improvement was Tapia. I
now feel entirely well, and can hon-
estly reeonimend Mr. Cooper's medi-
cine to anyone who suffers as I did."
We sell the Cooper med !eines
which give universal satisfaction.—
W. B. McPiterson.
ALMOST TERIAN
Will Council's .1r-thin tiake.Congre•
gationaltata IT It fie 
- 
Apperrds-
Apprmort.- - - 
In the wide discussion of the action
of the Congregational iational coun-
cil in the matter of church union, Its
radical action in a matter of church
polity )sas bee; lost sight of. although
the attion taken will, if adopted by
the churelt, make the congregational
• body ail:neat Presbyterian in its
form Of government. The council
has no right to Improe rules upon the
churches or upon the benevolent so-
cieties. Its action has only the force
of recommendation. But the council
•representative body se_thet
a
the churches.
it
THE PTITATI EVENING SUN
INVESTORS COOLED
WHEN THEY LEARNED WHAT
CAUSED THE FROST.
,Another Simple Motor Cold Deal
Freezes Fingers and Furnaces
of Some Warm Suckers.
Ohicago, Nvo. 12.—Wiihur S.
Snow, "Professor" Benson C. 13idwell
and his brother, Charles Bidwell,
were today held by the federal, com-
missioner to await the grand jury's
action in the alleged swindle that
netted them nearly $300,000. For a
month the men have been advertis-
ing stock in the Bidwell Electric
comery, which controlled a motor
which reverses naturally, without
friction, generating heat end caus-
ing the friction to produce ice. Peo-
ple were deceived by the iron shell,
which usually wits covered with
frost. Many victims had their tin.
gem's frost bitten by touchtng the
outer easing. The district attorney
said• the frost was caused by ammo-
nia and ice water from a box behind
the motor, whbch cooled the invest-
ors. The promoters were indieted by
state courts. Suits were begun to
compeli them to returnsthe meney.
The government alleges misuse of
mails.
!NEWS OF KENTUCKY
New Railroad to lit- Built.
Carlisle. Ky., Nov. 12.—The topic
foremost in the minds of the people
of Oarlisle and Nicholas county at
this time is the proposed railway be-
tween this city and Salt Lick by way
of Sharpsburg. Owingsville and Olym
pia Springs. A large part of the
bonus asked by the promoters of
this county has been already raised
by the committee appointed by the
Carlisle Commercial club, and it is
betteved that the balance will be
pproval in snaky of fsr;omIng before Tittlit an-
nounced for receiving subscriptions
has expired. A mass-meeting of the
citizens of this county and city was
held at the court house here this af-
ternoon, which was attended by a
Large crowd from all parts of the
county. This was the most enthu-
siastic meeting yet held In the Inter-
est of the proposition. There seems
to be VOW no doubt about the build
ing of the road, in so much as it is
stated that the money to finance the
proposition will be ready within the
next thirty or sixty days.
A Maine Prayer.
A girl in Auburn, Me., re-
cently made her go-to-bed prayer in
these words: "Dear God, be awfully
careful of Yourself, for if we should
lose You we have nobody but the
president, and papa' does not like the
Say he aiss."—Letter in the New
York Fein
Only One "BROMO QUININE:" that is
Laxative Bromo Ouinine on every
Coes.. Cold in on7iN-• .C.r47.rn D.v. s',1 101saseleal- 25c
63 Copies for 1 Cent
Use our best smutless and smearless carbon papers and you
can get from 173 to 200-c1ear cut impressions from each sheet.
Our best grade comes in blue, black and purple at S2.63 per
box. What better do you want in the way of satisfactory goods
at a low price?
See our special carbon for pencil use at $1.00 for 1110sheets.
This does the work as good as any carbon made.
Our Wearbest Type Writer Ribbons are the finest made.
We are selling them at G3c, any eoior and for any machine.
D. E. WILSON THL HOOK ANDktUSIC MAN
At Heir hour's.' latsprartrrsent store. 1
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Band concerts at 4 p. m.
and 7:30. -
l'rices 2.1e 35e and 50c.
The funniest show since time began. A
show that will amuse the young and old.
Carries a superior uniformed concert
band. D. ti't miss it.
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Hoek i nevi I les KY.. 'Nev.
of the most interesting features of
he last fleeting of the Chrietiain
executive committee of the
Dark Tobacco Planters' Protective
association in this city was an ad-
dress made by .A. C. Morgan. a gov-
ernment expert, who has been in the
dark tobacco idleirlet since July, for
;he purpose of studying and experi-
menting with the tobacco worm, so
as to find, if possible, a nood way in
which to exterminate tISs great pest.
which annually rests the farmers of
the tobacco producing sections thou-
sands of dollars by eating up their
crops in the field.
Mr. Morgan has had his headquar-
ters at Clarksville, Tenn., during the
time he has been engaged in • this
work. He was sent there by the gov-
ernment, and his report will be made
to the department of agriculture.
During the months he ha* been' in
this Fection he has visited nearly ev-
f ry county in the dark tobacco die-
trim, and he Faye that he has found
out much that is valuable.
Mr. Morgan urges the farmers to
destroy the suckers after their to-
bacco hats been cut. He studied a
field in which the suckers were al-
lowed to grow and he found that
these afforded an excellent breeding
alai feeding place for the worms, and
that at the approach of frost they
FatItit'S EXPERT 'I"ELLE4
Dow Fat tiny Ile Hemmed Rapidly
By a Simple H • Remedy
Without Causing Wrinkles, Dis-
turbing the Diet-er-Necessity for
Exercise.
"Fat is nothing' but unused en-
energy," says a' prominent physician,
and the man br woman who is bur-
dened with it earl easily get rid of it
it. they wish. All they need is ae
ounce of Marmola. 1,41 ounce of 'Fluid
Extract Cascara Aromatic- and 31-4
outieest Sy-rep Simplex; all. of which
they can get at any good drug store
for a few-cents. Then let them take
one teaspoonful after meals and at
bedtime until they are down to the
weight they want to -be.
This simple home receipt Is far and
away better than any or all the pat-
ent or eecret-medicines, for it reduces
the fat Daftly; and harmlettely. The
in#redienets are in fact benefloial to
the system. having both tonic and
purifying qualities, and so help rath.
• r than distress the stomach. The
!remedy does not cause wrinkles, for
' t reduces one gradually and natural-
s, preereVing a good outline, and,
teed of all, needs neither physical
,exerciee to help it -do the work, nor
.lees it require any change in diet--
one ran Set reaulta and still take
hinge easy—eating meanwhile just
%that, when and how_ he or she
'.'leristee. Be sure and get the Mare
moTa in i Steeled package, so Mat -Yen.
j-oe Marmola and not a substitute.
'iffaitnantiliefies-
A BITRNED FOOT sm. ski\ DISEASE
The Same Method Which Cures One
(,,ntrett the Other.
If you were to burn your foot, com-
mon sense' would tell you to apply a
remedy to the injured part at once;
you would never think of taking
medicine into the stomach to relieve
or cure a burn on the foot. Why,
then, should those suffering from
eczema or other itching, burning dis-
eases dose the stomach to cure a dis-
ease that is in the skin only? This
method was common a few years ago,
but modern science has discovered
that skin disease is only skin• deep
and not caused by bad blood or a dis-
ordered internal iystem.
Skin disease must be treated in the
skin. D. D. D. Prescription, the dis-
covery of Dr. Decatur D. Dennis, is a
mild, soothing liquid that is applied
direct to the itching, burning parts
and gives instant relief, strikes at
the root of the disease. kills the germ
that causes the trouble, therefore
effecting a permanent cure. After a
treatment with D. D. D. Prescription
the skin is left clear and smooth,
with no trace that the disease ever
ex'sted. After that the patient should
wash In the D. D. D. soap.
"I can recommend your D. D. D as
a complete cure for skin disease,"
wr:tes Luther A. Carson, of Level
Road. Aia. "It cured me in ten
days."
We have accepted the agency for
D. D. D. because we know the merit
of the remedy. R. W. Walker & Co.,
Paducah, Ky. If you call you will
receive some valuable I). D. D. book-
lets on bathing and general care of
the skin, even if you do not require
D. D. D. Preicription.
went into the ground. hater on when
the ground was spaded up the pupae
were found in great numbers, which,
of course, foresthadowed the crop of
worms for the next season. The ex-
pert claims that if those suckers are
not &owed to grow in this manner
mat allowed to grow in this manner
greatly lessened.
Is for Beckham All Way Threugh.
Mayfield, Ky.. No% 12 in regard
to the ('nttefl States s. satonal TaCe,
the Hen. Waage* Brooks, represent-
wstee-eleet,--la ase• intexvietv teday.
says that he will support Gov. Beck-
ham for the senatornhip all the way
through, and thinks that any Dem-
ocrat who Is of the true blue type
could not afford to do otherwise.
Maher) MeNskey.
Louisville, Nov. ire-Quietly and
without ceremony, the Rt. Rev. Wit-
Ham G. McCloskey, bishop of the din-
;eve of Lot-Linville, celebrated his
eighty-fourth birthday, and fortieth
year as bishop of Louisville. Sunday
at Preston Park setninary. near
Sacred Heart Retreat, on the New-
burg road. The bittliop is in exiellent
hewIth and looks as if the years had
dealt kindly with hint. He is still as
active as when' he fleet took up the
duties of the bishopric this dlo-
Tsso Negro Killings Near Hickman,
Hickman, Ky., NOY. 12.—At the
levee camp. nine miles below town,
Silas Gibson, a negro. was killed in
a crap game by John Williams. The
trouble started .over Gibson's losing
la cents and not having the money
to pay it. Williams demanded the
me :en: and they quarreled over it.
Williams drew a pistol and fired, the
bullet entering Gilmson's head just
above the eve and blowing brie brains
out. Trtilisma escaped,
I in in ed ia tely afterward, news came
that one negro killed another at the
upper levee camp, a few miles above
Hickman but the name' have not
been learned. The man that was
killed was sick in bed when this
man came tn and shot him. Thers
had been an ()la feud, and he tusk
advantage of it.
Murder Is Charged,
Fulton, Ky.. Nov. 12.—News real
ed here ,today that a warrant had
been sworn out charging Cal Cham-
bers with murder in the Mort degree.
.k few days ago A. P. Oampbell was
kills(' by Chambers in river btotom,
where Chambers was building a
levee. Chambers gave it out that
Campbell was trying to ?cob him and
that he killed him to prevent the
-robbery. Chambers surrendered
himself and was 'discharged by flu
justice upon his own statement. It
alleged that Chambers had told con-
flicting stories about the matter and
that hie pocketbook, which he claims
he threw away at the time of the kill-
ing, was found 200 yards away from
the lilacs, where the killing occurred.
Kentuckian le Assassinated.
Sersent, Ky., Nov. 12.—John J.
Harrison. aged 46, of Fork Bottom
section of Pike county, was shwas
abated as he was riding along the
road near his home early this morn-
Ti
Tries to Slay Rich Mares Sen,
White Plains, N. Y., Nov. 12.--
Mystery surrounds what might have
been a double tragedy at Hillalr, the
country seat of Paul G. Thebaud, mil-
lionaire, whip and commission mer-
chant of Manhattan, at White Plains.
John B. Joelin, the head butler of
Mr.,Thebaud, shot Paul, the 17-year-
(ad son of Mr. Thebaud, while he lay
in bed, and then, believing him to be
dead, ended his own life by sending
a bullet crashing through his brain,
Although seriously . wounded young
Thebaud will probably recover. The
butler, it is said. was jealous of the
friendahip toward other ser-
vants ou the Thebaud estate. He had
been drinking recenVy.
THEATRICAL NOTES
t•Inemlay—"Jerry Frtnu Kerry."
Friday—Edgar Selwyn in "Strong-
heart."
"Jerry From Kerry."
The Daily Telegraph, of St. John,
N. B., sass: " 'Jerry from Kerry'
pleases opera house audience. 'Jerry
from Kerry' came to the opera house
last night and gave an evening of
pleasure to a good-sized audience.
The entertainment is of musical farce
comedy nature and carries first-class
vaudeville features. There are good
comedians, excellent acrobats, pleas-
ing singers, a good band and orches-
tra. Altogether it made up a pro-
gram which greatly pleased the audi-
ence and gave very hearty enjoyment,
as the laughing producing qualities
were certarnly all that were prom-
ised. 'Jerry from Kerry' will be at
the opera house all this week and to
judge from the slices& of the opening
performance will do a good business."
"Strongheart."
"Strongheart," the comedy-drama
by William C. DeMille, which, will be
offered here in the near future with
Edgar Selwyn in the role of the col-
lege-bred Indian, has been regarded
as the best play of its class on the
native stage. Fun and football are
the principle ingredients of the play,
which has been a popular favorite for
the past three seasons. In sending
out Mr. Selwyn at the head of the
cast, Mr. Harris has taken much care
to surround him with a company that
enables him to make his stellar debut
in most congenial surroundings
"Strongheart" is booked for this city
next Friday 15,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PA70 OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching,Blind, Bleed-
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to is
days or money refunded. 50c.
WISCONSIN DEMOCR.tTS '
Will Hold Convention Sonic Time in
February to SeleV1 Delegates-
-------- _
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 12.—The
Democratic state central committee
practically decided that the conven-
tion would be held some time in Feb-
ruary to select deleggies to the na-
tional convention. The delegates se-
lected at the state convention will be
voted for al the primary election to
be held in the spring.
He that Is down needs fear no fall
--Bunyan.
NOTICE
•
All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.
HEREAFTER
1
OMNI
PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.
is now open in new quarters. Open day and night,
HAPPY AS A CLAM
%In high water is the man who gets
one of our fine briar pipes and a
package of Forked Deer smoking to-
bacco. They are the poor luau's
friend and solace, as well as the rich
man's pleasure. We have a fine as-
sortment of pipes. smoking tobacco,
chewing tobacco and cigaretts. Ev-
eryone knows our choice brands of
cigars, especially our 222 at 5 cents.
THE SMOKE HOUSE.
=III Broadway.
- -
annIW
IGEORGE WASHINGTON'S tJULUE.
It Hid a Luturiant Suit of Straight
and Very Dark Hair,
The Father of his Country con-
cealed a luxuriant suit of hair be-
neath his queue wig. Many now wish
the old fashion were In vogue, to con-
ceal thinned hair or baldness. Yet
nO one need have thin hair nor be
bald, if he cure the dandruff ?bat
cause', both. Dandruff can not be
cured by scouring the scalp, because
it is a germ disease, and the germ
has to be killed. Newbro's Herpicale
kills the dandruffegerm--nd other
hair preparation kill. "Destroy the
cause, you remove the effect."
There's no cure for dandruff but to
kill the germ. Sold by leading drug-
gists. Two sizes, 50c and $1. Send
var. is stamps for sample to The
Herpicide Co., Detroit. Mich. W. B.
McPherson Special Agent.
The Home
Magazine
NoVember
Issue
Just Out
This splendid magazine which
THE SUN is giving away
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Is now conceded to be one of
the best published. The Nc-
vember issue is just in, and if
you want it phone 33il at once
THE SUN
Paducah's Best Paper
eseeanlainalle 
Chile Parlor
Come and stimulate your
appetite; shake off that tired
feeling. Get the
_Chile Con Caine
habit; it is not only healthful
but palatable—au antidote to
malaria. Ladies and gentle-
men accomodated.
Hot Tamales
c. Shnider
118 S. Fourth St.
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
For the small rooms
these chilly mornings
use the smokeless,
odorless heater' 
A
A
•
GAS HEATER
T
0
Paducah Light & Power Co.
(leeerporsted.)
•
•
• I
s
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IF' TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12. THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN PAOR TERRI
Little Ills
of Children
Mothers and all others who have chil-dren about the house cannot do theirfamilies. a better service than to learn ofsimple and reliable remelliee that correctch:ldren's ailments. Many grown peo-ple are suffering today for the ignoranceor negligence of those who had chargeof their bringing up.
CetiWren are prone to constipation,and if it isn't corrected early, the bow-els get in the habit of not working nor-mally and soon chronic coustipationrcsults that may last off and on allthrough life. Then children eat almostcontinually and as a consequence indi-gestion setskin soon followed by worms,or stomach pains, or diarrhea, o: hl.y rne of •dozen other troubles. To say that it wEl rightitself is putting altogether too much faith Inchance. It is toying with the child's pressedand future health.
A better way is to give the child t skise Ofvenetian g intended to Cure that very trouble,and nothing better for the purpose is known thanDr. Caldwell*. Syrup Pepsin. It never gripesbut a Is gestly and as It has a plea-ant tastethe child will not refuse to take it. buy a 50 centor fl bottle of your druggist and save the childfrom sickness. You should remember that •child whose stomach is in good working order isnot likely to catch colds and fever diseases.Mrs. Curry. of Trowbridge. Ill. attributes theremarkable health of her child to Dr. Caldwell:abyrup Pepsin. which sheet/vet regularly in thesedisorders Mrs. Eversok, of Hinsboro, !IL, isfrank to say that the present goad condition ofher five-year-old boy is entirely due to this won-derful remedy. Try it in Your own famll andste if you cannot share these opinions. Aver"'b‘ttie is guaranteed to do exactly as we claim,and the purity of in:redicnts is also vouched for.
FREE TEST ,Tx:;4',„::,Thgpitgyme."..11:leg can rave a ho ample listle seat le eseir Wee Sraddressing Mc co, lbws. Tbise Is prove thillidremedy will do as weetaiVidi NON t SeasWa.) holt weir MO 11. it If Yee hew tryhe Dion's et stonladli iwo, WM &MS testiest
forks. A Pararitrado
yet most effectne tarelleti elahre..« anciid
PUILIC VEROKT: 4,:rirgalter fa Seed MI=
sera TN(
as OR. CALDWELL*/ SYRUP PEPSIN." Ttle iNbeats surer inersebe No. 17, WasNingtas, S.
PIPSIW SYRUP CO.
107Caldwt.11 Bldg.. Monticello,
LARGE ATTENDANCE
AT AUDITORIUM SKATING RINK
I.AST NIGHT.
Over 1,400 People Present at Open-
Ing—tOttl y ()ile .‘ccitlent midi
ousg• Was Frint fled.
Over 1,000 skaters enjoyed the
first real good skating afforded In
Padncah in 13 years last night at
Auditorium rink. Long before the
door opened to admit an anxious
public the crowds stood abont wait-
ing for 7 o'clock to come, and when
it did It required over an hoar tt,
admit the crowd. Skaters and spec-
tators crowded about the don--
anxiously waiting to be admitted and
it was worse than a bargain sale
counter for some.
Skating began at 7:30 o'clock and
continued until 10:30. Rules were
strictly observed and only one acci-
tient occurred Miss Irene Curd fell
and was rendered unconscious for a
short time. A lady who was caught
in the crush at the door was on the
point of fainting when carried to the
open air and revived.
Pleased beyond expectation was
Manager E. W. Crutnbaugh and the
demonstration last night showed
plainly that Paducah will support a
good rink.
To enumerate the skaters who
spun about the big rink would be im-
possible. One was Councilman Vat.
Meter. and he bandied himself in
such a mhnner that many a younger
skater looked on with envy. Skaters
young and old were conspicuous and
sociability ARS on the level at Audi-
torium rink last night.
The true statesman never barters
his consclen^e for office .
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
  THE
Sun Job Rooms
Phone 358-H
Does all kinds of printing
<4D*
We have the men who know
how to do your went just as
it should be done, and we
make an effort ail all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time y on need any print-
ing—probaoly we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.
TAX SYSTEM HAS
INCREASED BURDEN
OF THE FARMERS't=7:tly 
%Viten the last constitutioaal con-
tention in Kentucky drew up the pres-
ent ,organic law of the state, it foiled
existing throughout the state 'a gen-
eral feeling of diseatisfaction, besause
through the .faulty administration of
the old revenue law one exemption
after another had crept .in until the
old system was full of inequalities.
The eonvention delimit to perfeet
tax system which, it believed, would
St cure absolute uniformity in the bur-
den of taxes. It, therefore, inserted
in the constitution sec•tion 171, whieh
says I hat taxes shall he mermen upon
all classes or property within the ter-
;Roriel limits of the authority letrYilr-:
the tax This was dune in the belief
that uniformey ti teethed would pre
duce a unifoemity of tesult awl of bur-
It was urged in behalf of this pro-
pee:A section that it Was de:mantled
in jastiee to the farmer, its-order that,
sewe his propesty was of a visible
and aungitect nature and catad nut ea-
Nib° as4essnient, all other property
should b.. put in the same heat.
No tele (see disputed that this onght
to be done The only nispute was as
to uheile r or not it could be done
by Wit Ini ,:h0,1. It 't 'as contereitel
that certain (ea -sea of proiserty.
were cf a Senn that coled he con.
nettled, weule escape assessreval and
taxation if the bertlen of laxation pet
upon thorn was too heavy, and that
the result would be that the real es-
tate and such visible personal prep.'
erty as the farmer's live Moe% and
the mereheees *sods the linese.
holder's furniture would hear an in
proportien of the bueien in rais-
ing ths public revenue.
But tile general property tax wAri
Imi.ediled la our cens.itutlen. and
have been trying it harder th:da ever
for the E:teen years that have
slapsed striae the constitution was
adopted, and it has proved anythint 
htiT thIforin and has not served to
distribute the- burden of texation
equally. Under this system, a great
deal of property in our cities escapes
taxation In spite of the activity of
auditor's' agests.-much of it is not
brought to light. The consequence
of this Is that an unfair burden of
the support of the state falls upon
those who own property that an not
he hidden away, and these people are
chiefly the farmers.
The farmer rays more tax on per-
sonal property in proportion to real
estate than aces the city man tinder
the present system in the five coun-
ties in the state which contain all the
Cilirfl of ths first and second ellIRS.tft
-Jefferson, Kenton, Campbell, - Fay-
ette anti McCracken, the assessed per-
sonality is et) per cent a the total as-
tutssment In the rest of the state It
is 24 per cent or the total assessmeet.
The five counties named, which may
be called urban counties, contain
36.62 per cent of all the realty in the
state and assess only 31 per cent or
all the personalty.
The amount of money, bonds, ac-
counts and- similar personalty. as-
sessed by these counties. Is less than
7 per eent of their total essessmeet.
In the rest of the state the amount of
such property aassessed is nearly I?
per -cent o; the total. Manifestly, it
is true that the man in the country
does not find it so easy to conceal his
personal property, and he has not the
incentive furahhed by a high tee rate
to colweal it.
In the county of Jefferson, contain-
ing the city 'of Louisville, personalty
is 22.5 per cent of the total assess-
ment. In Kenton county, containing
the city of Covington. personalty is
11.2 per cent of the total; in Camp-
bell, se the city of Newport, it is
Id per cent. Fayette county, with
Lexington, does better, Its personalty
being 24 per cent of the total, but it
is well known that the rural portions
of Fayette county contain an amount
tf wealth unusual in any agricultural
seam mind ty.
On the other bond, take the follow.
ing enuntles, which are (licences-
C\I
PISO'S CURE
Throat Trouble
and all affections of tl e
chest yield promptly to
Piso's Cure. It is an ideal
remedy for children, be-
cause of its agreeable flavor
and absolute frcedom from
opiaros and dangerous or
objectionable drugs-
AU druggists, 25 cents.
1-13
0
c-a•
tri
• COUGHS AN;COLDS
Sour Stomac
'lased Caacarets arid feel like a new man. I haveaeon a sneerer trona dyspepsia and !lour stoniaeh'or the last two years. I have he, n taking Inedi•,ine and other drags. hut eoull nod no relief on:y
or • short aims. I will recommend esee•reta tofrtend• at the only thing for indlgeatl.n and
I OCT stomach and to keep the ben, fri good sm.
They are very nice to eat."
Harry Stnekley. Mauch Chunk, Pa.
beat For
The towels
Sewer Stakes', Weaken !Jr Grips. Ile or .0tork
Pleasast. Palgt.alds. Neon, Taste Good On
ir balk. The gen...n• sable stamped
In anti CT /Mt leOart tack. • -
Sterling Remedy Co.. ChICIIIg0 or N.Y. see
agricultural, and note how much
larger the percentage of personalty
than in the strictly urban countMs:
Garrard county  25 per cent
Allen county .  26 per cent
Marion county  30.5 per cent
Adair county ...  31 per emit
33.6 per cent
36 per cent
Through the entire state the rule
generally holds and where the con-
trast Is not so marked, the exceptions
will generally be found due to unus-
ually high valuation of farm lands.
Who Pays the Freight?
There is still another way or ascer-
taining that the present system does
not make things easier for the farmer.
For tile year 1906 the assessment of
the state divides itself as follows:
Per Cent
Farm lands   43
Farmer's personalty (live stock,
implements, etc.)  7.1
Moneys, etc, assessed to farmers 2.6
--
Total for farmers  52 . 7
Town lots 9 . 5
Town personalty . .   14.5
Total town property 
In arriving at the percentage of
moneys, etc., set dowu as given in he
farmers for taxation, on!' that given
on my counties having no town larger
than the sixth class is included, and
a small percentage of this character
of personalty given In by courier.*
having larger towns and yet distinctly
agricultural. The figures probably
are under, rather than over the mark.
Farm property, therefore, by a con,
servative estimate pays nearly 53 per
cent of the state tares exclusive .0
franchise taxes, while town propel e.
pays only about 47 per cent. Of tie
state revenue collected hy the sheriffs
of the state from assessor's lists, 43es
per cent is paid by farm lands, 34 per
rent by town lots, about 9Ie per cent
by money and securities, sho •
per cent by live admit and fio
Implements, etc., anti 6 per cent
other personalty. It is time the KC:.
tucky farmer realized that the present
system hears heavily upon him.
Equivalent to 10 Per Cent Income Tax
The tax consmisison or the state '
California has this to say about tt
operation or the general property tax
on farmers In that state:
-The tares paid by farmers in Cali-
fornia are equivalent to an Income tax
of 10 per rent. This is in contrast
to many other industries.; for eeesue
lele,:lh-e-Teicpild by manufacturers.
which amount only to 2 per cent on
Income. The persons engage? In
agriculture, with an average ,
income of about $500. pay $:;" p.
Capita per annum in taxes. The per
sons engaged in manufactures, we
an average annual income of $l^T
pay $17.50 per capita per annum."
The California system here denounc-
ed is the same that we have In Ken
tucky, and from which the legislature
can afford us no relief without a
change of the constitution.
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CORPORATE REFORMS.
0
0 0 c3-0 10 0 0 fD sa ea 40 0 0
Washington, Nov. 12—Eugene E
Prussing, a Chicago lawyer, former
president of the Citizens' association
there, called on the president yester-
day to present views on corporate re-
forms. -
The president discussed with in-
terest the brief statement which
Prusaing submitted in part as fol-
lows:
"The change of state hanks and
trust companies to natiotial, banks.
which' can be accomplished by a sin-
gle amendment of the national bank-
ing act, and can be along state's
rights lines.
"The proposed change would give
the national banks two additional
powers and their consequences.
"1. To accept and execute trusts,
by complying with general state laws
on that subject wherever they exist
and in the District of Columbia.
"2. To accept trust, savings and
time deposits, to keep separate ac-
counts of these, making proper rules;
for notlees of withdrawals, to allow a
small percentage of reserves as to
these deposits, and also the making of
solid bond and mortgage and other
savings bank investments of funds so
received. • -
"Thus every national bank becomes
a full coinpetitor of state hank and
trust companies and soon the latter
will be forced to become national
banks.
"Go at the general corporation
problem in a similar manner. Enlist
the state's rights men on your side.
Keep the subject of incorporation
and ordinary control a state concern,
make local laws harmonize If possi-
ble by appointing a commission to in-
vestigate the entire subject, Root.
Choate, Dillon, Grosscup and-ethers
of that type will be glad to serve'for
patriotic reasons, based on principles
and experiences suited to our dual
government."
At the end of • the interview the
president said: "And now, my dear
sir, I want to pay a compliment.
did not expect you to give Die a sin-
gle thing. instead you have given one
several practicable suggestions, some
of which are entirely new. I shall
study them with pleasure. I may
say you will soon see them reflected
somewhat."
"I have a home"—began the beg-
gee. •
"Sorry, old man," Said the pede's-
tri'an. "but I hare only one. Hew-
ever, If you'll pay the' mortgage I'll
give you thist!"—Pbeladelphla In-
quirer.
•
"John, where is Sktnnern's broker-
age. °Mee." "%lay do rou auk?" PI
understand he in offering some bar-
gains in stocks slightly damaged by
water."—Washington Life.
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The Splendid New
Serial Story
Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life-and lives-are set in
swift,excitingplay-ose against
the other. Incident follows inci-
dent with quick succession, and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery, love and strange adven-
turing kindles the interest UP
the fusing point. eiseasetil
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in toloring,picturesque
in back'ground, faithful in char-
acterization and intensely dra-
matic,with stirring c hmax,Satas
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
IS, Halide Ermittie RIbie•4
Author of Hearts Gaatressess
sod rim Castaways
, Uteemenciesde tuneerated by
A. I.
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For all the Family Circle
THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of thehotne,that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the herneenaker andthe home-lover. All its contributions center in the home. It makes the home moreattractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full ofpractical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-souled. Its dominantnote is the note of optimism and hopefulness. cover to cover, it is pleasant,entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
THE HONE MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American manor woman who has is home. Its range h wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINES departments 'are conducted by men and women ofauthority. Marion Harland, for example, edits tine department of cookery andetiquette. Eugene Clute contributes a great series on home furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the roost exciting stories, the most beautifulillustrations, the most important feature articles.
THE HOMENAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before..
For Everybody in the Home/
Che HOME
MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY ONE DOLLARIPAIYEAR
telre-01000""aeessai
(A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS,
`omen TUll DIMARTISLNTS 111F. HOKE MAGAZINE
AU liellsoLLowete
coottity
An art which regains most studious eel
eget eppLeation to be known at its Lest Macy
lungise„ accompanied 
readers 
Napes .or ilharrat.ons,walls eur to oe soatleat variety Ladchime; home is a.
Hartead, the greatest *nag sullenky, esorkete ss depart:woo&
aotausuutosic
deportment constantly reboots dm heft
colatinfatozybofertattle, &rustle. yet otodertlie
sod esperteont of the whole mity to
priood
INTIR11311. DIOMATIOSI
Geournely halpesi. usdititlek ouggeorielst ‘81
,tor=te preatioal value. Metal decorenor rumre. said the corrytt arraagetletat el 0/is with, a egeowl sive to ettVelt•MOS sodorelert.
BOVELIZEPING
The maaareoriest of a berme feels Dollar towarn vitt soma :acute= el die those/tad sadsite labor-series devices now being maaufac•
lured for th• 011111IMITUNIK• of the hona•-maker,wheetter the home be of two or meaty rooms.
=1/2,4TJIRE Oil LANDSCA/Z
In•alasiiii ter thong levers of noire* whoweld mahm_thetr kerne grownd• artr.c bee sad
Brkpful eke maiirear Miami sod
issereitlag to every une.
TIE VEGETABLE GARDEN
Seasonable Artic!es dealing with gardening on
• tows or city lot What to grow and bow to
grow it. Pilled with good ideas. Illustrated.
THE HORSE AND THE STABLE
I:lustrated articles by acknowledged author.
its.
POULTRY AND THE KENNEL`,
Practical and helpful departments:. /Mi.Purvis, editor of Poultry, is one of the contrib-utors. - -
PRACTICAL PASSIONS
designs, Illustrations sod oompleteidear,jtrons caretully selected to give subscrib-era advance styles, prectical sad correct.Our pattern department render* prosept as/satisfa,dory service at • minimum coat ,
IJORtOtRelY AND NEEDLIWOIJI "e•Aotty yet sinigoe devices that .,on iwyIrvine.. can au.,,e.stully sec, roplish. The tagety ade.ed maltreats surnething that appeals leotereited u, daleteist types el noscorosh.
MULTI! AND HYGIENEThe maktng of strong, wed-formed, per fe,-,lydeveLdwd bodies, the •alne of exercies, liar,.log, wink eyrie] articles es the cars el t...•eyes, nose, teeth and cars.
al)t Y A.morr.,norta. 1:terta,nule stories In paragraphs of Aster-,lean men and women. Ill tad with per,traits. ,
%%WS AND LITER MINS
What wen and w. rnesi of many vocation, aremtciuca, sad saying, an the questreets of theday
51*1(13
Bobbs•Merrill sie•ela, the wort craw d..ruts of America. •ppear as serials lose dm*publication in book ions.
THE CHORTST SNORT STORMSItems 0'.s cur, es. love stories and storiesof b,..,tess an I sdyenture siemi, wholesome,mitisf,ing and delightful, and lots of then, eMapvear in every cumber.
TIfE GINGER JAR
A nort'adcovoking, cheerful, smile-reaking.erhilarivag cc Unction of vagrant bats of Mtand suesas, both young and uId.
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers, Indianapolis, Ind.
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A Special Feature
Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series of articles dealing In
the moot intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.
Short Stories
By the best writers in the coun-
try appear in every issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humor and adventure.
Illustrations
All the departments are fully
leat.trated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in Tar
HOME MAG•ZINR, either in
color or black and white, are
Howard Chandler Christi, liar-
rison Fisher, A. B. V* entell.
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay,T
Ceoree Brelun,_lay Hambidge,1
etc., etc. I
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This splendid magazine will
be given to The Sun readers
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost 
Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. ; • • •• •
THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., com-
prises some ol the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste.
The Sun 1155. Third St.
eve.
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ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLI011 BOXES
.rls uiu, r q ua.. R J ii pat. iut.t
aerie:an millionaires and emessisefeer that respectable element of Ken-.%
v .ti'd insist on being married at 
tucks- Democracy that turned a deaf —sales of Omega this morning of thirty-
ear to the pleadings of their party three thousand eight hundred and
organs and voted as their consciences thirty." He seemed to be talking
talk of dieloy- dictated, they are not out for th. 
pore to himself than to me. and to be
windfal:s of state office, hut for good far from pleased.distressing to 
government, - ' "How's that? I don't understand."
cashier's check A hether the offices are 
I was all in the dark over his musings..
filled with Republicans or DemocratsThe Sun Is In receipt of two copies in the other Boards this morning, and
so long as they are administeredof the Canal Zone Record. a well twelve thousand five hundred through
home.
Daily Thought.
e 'ove of hooks is a love which
fijustittation, apology
Langford. must be a way, of course. Mr. WIll
----• ison, no doubt, is greatly concerned
e miter disqu ' sus about the erotism distribution of the
*he autLoet . an- patronage amoeg political parties, so
hat Mme. Aim . Mulct 
•
as to "bring great good to the peo-
mat mars) another count In theselple as a 
whole."
of financial striegenes do 1 If the idea to be conveyed by the
mind seeing a French parasite
e tee
editorial, we quoted, is, that it is 111-
k an American "tight wad,"
cumbent on Willson to take care of
If the operation has to be per- the Democratic political paupers,
med in Paris, although the Mame-
who might otherwise become a bur-
'e benefit in retail channels would.den on the taxpayers, a list might be
. submitted to the executive. But as' •
Of course, all this
ft -f to Beekham is
Urey WoOdson.
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him to "rise to the situation with a
loftiness of purpose:"
"The fact is clearly evident, and
Mr. Willson is of course aware of It,
that the Democrats of -Kentucky have
contributed largely to his election
and are therefore from a view point
of justice entitled to some voice in
the direction of the affairs of gov-
ernment, whether they will receive
this consideration depends largely
on whether Mr. Willson is broad
enough to rise above party lines and
party narrowness of vision. This was
one thing his predecessors of his own
political faith were unable to do
Mr. Willson in the very beginnine
will necessarily be confronted by
m 
it
hungry horde of office seekers, cry-
ing aloud for a crumb from the politi-
cal table. Naturally should he give
any heed at all to Democratic advice
he will encounter the criticism of
partisans of his own party. It will
also be demanded of him that he
relegate to the rear all who have a
tinge of the Democfatic faith."
Perhaps, the local organ's per-
spective is a trifle askew, and it
really wishes Mr. Wilaron to be
"broad enough" to bulge over "party
lines," and give Democrats a chance
at him; but, of course, Mr. Willson's
"natrowness of vision" may prevent
him seeing wherein Detnocrats are
any better than Republicans, or un-
derstanding how they can give the
public any better service.
One will note the local organ says
nothing about a non-partisan admin-
istration, and the appointment on
merit, regardless of whether all the
appointees are Democrats or Repub-
licans or independents. ,It says Dem-
ocrats voted for Willson, and he
ought to "whack up" with them.
Further elucidation of this theme is
due Mr. Willson, if the organ would
direct his course. For instance. hoe
wou:d it do to give some offices to
those Democrats who supported him.
accoiding to the organ's definition,
we believe, "the renegades and trait-
ere" of the party? Would that sat-
isfy its demand for the spoils?
Naturally Mr. Willson could not be
expected to give oMces to the Demo-
cratic gang, Stitch the people of that
party repudiated at the polls Novem-
bers...a_ ..ThatmallslUitianioUnt. tp..ua-
fa.thfulness to the very Democrats.
who voted to elect him.
Any way one. who has given to the
ethics of the spoils system of poli-
tics tees thought and Study than the
local organ, looks at the proposition,
something obtrudes to obscure one's
M eion of just what the organ is aftet
and how a "divvy" can be made with
the Democrats as an organization.
without offend:ng some one. There
properly.
edited, newsy eight-page paper, pub- 
lished at Ancon, Panama. The copies
we with the compliments of Mr.
7. H. Lough, a well keSivn locomo-
Mee engineer engaged on the rail-
read there,
national government, while their ears
The Cairo Citizen gave another 
are alert to catch the first' word from
the presidential lips anent -the thirddemonstration of its progressiveness ---
term; but they will hear nothing andby getting out an exc.-Lent supple-
they Ca see only what they will see.ment, containing the illustrated story
In Teunessee Boss Bro-wnlow lost- Pres! ien t Ftnosevelt's visit to
n. The up p:e m en t Is valuable two internal revenue collectors, whose.
offices were combined under theseemenir of the occasion and a
to (me and conte're matter charge of Bob-Sharp, Newell Sandersmi 
and 11. C. Evans' right bower in Ea4emetly benefit that city.
Tennessee politics, These three are
Roosevelt men staunch and—true.Mria:do has gone on record for 
It should be no difficult mat-
Undoubtedly Roosevelt is playing
now for the suave secretary to
gomm politics. He always had Ms-
over the doughty Foraker.
,p.ayed wonderful. ability as a politi-
cian. But he is playing politics for
'NG A-B(M.E PARTY TO WHAT' the Pe°Ple' 
Tere h are others playing
the national game of politics against
re the. vattors belong the spoils" him and against the people. More
good -o d Democratic axiom, that foresight to Roosevelt, say we.
• come down of its own gravity
,
, Me, time of Jackson, receiving
Ion and amplificatian as it TVE HAD OUR WAY—
ei row, we fear. it is about ; -"The man who registers as a Dem-m
is left 
: 
of tvhat JacksoriMcrat and votes the Republican ticket' _ 
em n eueleg the eatnpalem. tattler cover of the Infernal secrett 
:reyrn SVP, had ocea ballot Is a coward_ Unworthy or the
>he "spoils" right of -suffrage." says the Ken-
-tucks State Journal. A local Demo.''seeDemocratic 
. fem., sed itg , crat:e paper remarked just after the
m imes? eesays was to election:
ietre 
• '
patronage. I'
e ticket
"It hae gotten so that you can'tts
tell a DenTocrat after he enters theh state 
• :am has the power voter's booth at the poll. ,The Aus-
mit m • • s on the county and traliah'hallot system gives some men
benches. Oust the chance they clearly want.-
- had tlemeht when the battle! The election thug hasn't much
✓ over mid the Republicans vire!chance to intimidate a man under
t . us, thet resignation mingled Protection of the secretehallot, has
el the ecaMed gloom of our eon- he?
it emerary's pages. But no—it has
d mevered that a number of Demo- Creole Like All Americans.
C7:1'. voted for Willeon, and true to New Orlemits, La., Nov. 12.--The
Um Interest of its constituency— supreme court yesterday refused to
'MS h. to It, is composed of a num- place "creates" in a separate class
Iv— of patriots, to whom the offices. when it ignored the plea of T. H;-
of a right, and a greater num- Latiarde, a creole, cobvieted of for
tem of Io‘n: voters, whose duty it Is Fumy, that hp rehould have been tried
e see that the patriots retain the only by a jury of eeredes, who are
offirme this suggeatiOn to desomitlants of SpanIsti and French
pee. setiterm opening With a mmetem ancestry,
evrifti °Y0 partrsan naistak—erert Whit 
Lem
prerleceseors find conducting with al The Charity club Sill meet Wed-
touching appeal to "bring good to the nestles- morning at 10 o'cleck at the
Commonwealth and a great good to Woman's club building and all tuem-
alm people as a whole" and a plea for hers are urged to be present.
you, but somebody has taken in the
other ten thousand." The King of the
PLAYING POLITICS FOR THE Street seemed puzzled and, I thought,
PEOPLE. . II little worried.
The eyes of the people are turned "Well, you got over twenty-three
on the executive department of the thousand shares," I suggested consol-
ingly. -That's a pretty good morning's
work."
BLINDFOLDED
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A Mystery Story
of San Francisco
BY
EARLE ASHLEY WALCOTT
seamovrtelt 1101.5. WAAL. Merrill Cs.)
(Continued Morn Met Issue.)
CHAPTER X.
A Tangle of Schemes.
Doddridge Knapp was seated calmly
In my office when I opened the door.
There was a grim smile about the firm
jaws, and a satisfied glitter in the
keen eyes. The Wolf had found his
"5 ••78•1./MTITCD. 
'1111.11P7 4.014e? 7/011,7 AA, -
'limn -
prey, and the dismay of the sheep at
the sight of his fangs gave him satis-
faction Instead of distress.
The King of the Street honored me
with a royal nod.
"There seems to have been a little
surprise for somebody on the Board
this momateg," he suggested. ' '
"I heard something about it on the
street," I admitted.
"It was a good plan and worked
well. Let me see your memaranda of
purchases."
I gave him my slips.
He looked over them with growing
perplexity in his face.
"Here's twelve thousand five hun-
dred shares of Omega."
"Yes."
"You paid too nesch for that first
lot." He was still poring over the list.
"It's easier to see that now than
then," I suggested dryly.
"Humph! yes. But there's some-
thing wrong here." He was compar-
ing my list with another In his hand.
"There!" I thought; "my confound-
ed ignorance has made a rem, of it."
But I spoke with all the confidence I
could assume: "What'a the matter,
now?"
"Eleven thousand and twelve thou-
sand five hundred make twenty-three
thousand five hundred; and here are
The King of the Street gave
HOW IS YOUR GLOVE
SUPPLY THIS COLD
WEATHER?
1 Lots of Gloves here,—
Gloves for everybody, and of
every description. „
laid (Storms—Yarn Gloves— a
Buckskin—Dee, Skin — any 4
Leather.
No matter what glove you
want, see us first am we feel
that, as in all things pertain- a
ing to men's and hoes' wear, V
iwe have the best lines in Pa-
ducah.
No one but we 1-41L-W the
Black Kid Gloves, the nomest
things.
Gloves from attc to $.5.0o,
contemptuous glance.
"flout be a fool, Wilton. 1 sold ten
thousand of those shares to myself."
A new light broke upon me. I was
getting lemons of one of the many
ways in which the market was manipu.
Iated
"Then you think that somebody
else--"
The King of the Street broke in
with a glint smile.
"Never mind what I think. I've got
the contract for doing the thinking
for this job, and I reckon I can 'tend
to it."
The great speculator was silent for
a tew moments.
"I might as well be frank with you,"
he said at last. "You'll have to know
something to work intelligently. I
must get control of the Omega Com-
pany, and to do it I've got to have
more stock. I've been afraid of a com-
bination against me, and I guess se
struck it. I can't be sure yet, but
when those ten thousand shares were
gebbled up on a panicky market, I'll
bet there's something up."
"Who is In it?" asked politely-
"They've kept themselves covered
said the King of the Street "but I
have them out in the open before tt
end. And then, my boy, you'll see tie
fur fly."
"I've got p few men staked out," he
continued slowly, "and I reckon I'll
know something about It by this time
tomorrow."
There was the growl of the Wolf
in his voice.
"Now for this afternoon." he con-
tinued. "There's got to be some sharp
work done. I reckon the falling move
bent Is over. We've got to pay fm
what we get from new on. I've got :.
man looking after the between-Board
trading. With the scare that's on in
the chipper crowd out there, I look M-
ock up a thousand stares or so at
about forty "
what's the programme?" I
asked cheerfully.
Buy," he said briefly. -Take ejiery
thing that's offered this side of sAien
ty-five."
"Utn—there's a half reillen wanted
already to settle for what I bought
this morning."
The bushy brows drew down, but
the the King of the Street answered
lightly:
"Your check is good for, a million,.
my boy, as long as It goes to settle
for what you're ordered to buy." Then
he added grimly: "I don't think you'd
find it worth much for anything else'
There was a knock at the door be-
yond- and he hastily rose.
-Be here after the two-thirty sem
sion," he said. And the Wolf, huge
and masterful, disappeared with a
stealthy tread, and the door closed
softly behind him.
• I wondered idly who Doddridge
Knapp's visitor might be. but as I
could see no way of finding out, and
felt no special chncern over his 'dente
ty or purposes, I rose and left the of
flee. As I stepped into the hall I dis-
covered that somebody had a deeper
curiosity than I. A man was stoop-
ing to the keyhole of Doddridge
Knapp's room in the endeavor to see
or. hear. As he heard the sound oi
my opening the door he started up
and with a bound, was amend the turn
of the hall and pattering down th.
stairs.
In another hound I was after him I
had seen his form for but a second
and his face not at all. Rut in that
second I knew him for Tim Terrill (it
the snake-eyes and the murderous pur
pose.
When I reached the head of the
stairs he was nowhere to be seen, but
heard the patter of his feet bolos
end plunged down three steps at n
time and into Clay street, nearly up
setting a stout gentleman In my haste
The street was busy with people. bur
no sign of the snake-eyed man greeted
me.
Mitch disturbed in mind at this up
parition of my enemy, I sought in vain
for some explanation of his presence
Me II Was he spying on Doddridge Knapp"
What treachery was he shaping in his
designs on the man whose bread he.
was eating and whose plans of crime
he was the chief agent to assist or
execute? I was roused by a man
bumping into me roughly I suspected
that he had (tone it on purpose, and
started by him briskly, when he spoke
in a low tone:
"You'd better go to your room, Mr
Wilton." He said something more that
I did not catch, and, reeling on, disap
peered in the crowd before I could
turn to mark or afiestIon him
I thought at first that be meant the
room I had just left. Then it occurred
to me that it was the room Henry had
occupied—the room in which I had
spent my first dreadful night in San
Francisco, and had not revisited In
the thirty hours since I had left it
The advice suited by Inclination.
and in a few minutes I was entering
the dingy building and climbing the
worn and creaking stairs. The place
lost its air of mystery in the broad
sunshine and penetrating daylight,
and though its Interior was tis gloomy
ammver, it lacked the haunting sug-
gestions it had borrowed from dark
nese and the night.
Slipped...tinder the door I found two
notes. One was from Detective Coo-
gan, and read:
"Inquest this afternms. Don't want
you. Have another story. Do you
want the body?"
The other was in a women's hand
and the faint perfume of the first
note I had received rose from the
sheet. It read:
"I do not understand your silence
The money is ready. What is the
matter?"
The officer's note was easy enough.
to answer. I found paper, and, assure.
ince Detective Coogan of my gratitude
at escaping the inquest, I asked him
fa turn the body over to the under-
taker to he hurled at my order.
The Other note wall more perplexing.
I could make nothing of it. It was
evidently from my unknown employer,
and her anxiety was plain to see. But
I was no nearer to finding /fel than
meamemes
 NMI& 
A MAN IN MINNESOTA *
REPLIES TO A SUN WANT AD
One in Marion, Ky., Replies to the same One.
FOR RENT—Fine farm about 3 miles from city. Good
house and out buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T. E.
Lydon.
A gentleman in Frontenac, Minn., replied to the ad.
above, which is quite out of the ordinary. Mr. Lydon le-
ceived a letter from him this week making inquiries about
the farm, and he also had one reply, out of a great number
of others, from a man in Marion, Ky.
The moral to this is: The Sun's want ads are effective--
they certainly are wide reaching.
  mem
•
before, and It I knew how to reach
her I knew not what to say. As I was
contemplating this state of affairs
with some dejection, and sealing my
melancholy note to Detective Coogan,
there was a quick step in the hall and
a rap at the panel. It was a single
person, so 1 bad no hesitation in open-
ing the door, but It gave me a passing
satisfaction to have my hand on the
revolver in my pocket as I turned the
knob.
It. was a boy, who thrust a letter in-'
to me band.
-"Yer name -Wilton?" he inquired,
still holding on to the envelope.
"Yes."
"That's yourn. then" And he was
prepared to make a bolt.
"Hold on," I said. "Maybe there's
an answer.
"No, there ain't. The bloke as gave
It to me said there weren't."
"Well, here's something I want you
to deliver," said 1, taking up my note
to Detective Coogan. "Do you know
where the City Hall is?"
"Does I knqw—what are yer givin'
us!" said the boy with infinite scorn
in his voice.
"A quarter," I returned with a
laugh, tossing him the coin. "Wait
a minute."
"Yer ain't bad stuff," said the boy
with a grin.
I tore open the envelope and read
on the sheet that came from it:
"Sell everything you bought—never
mind the price. Other orders off.
D. K."
I gasped with amazement. Had
Doddridge Knapp gone mad? To sell
twelve thousand five hundred shares
of Omega was sure to smash the mar-
ket, and the half-million dollars that
had been put into them would prob-
ably shrink by two hundred thousand
or more if the order was carried out.
I read the note again.
Then a suspicion large enough tea
overshadow the universe grew up in
my mind. I recalled that Doddridge
Knapp had given me a cipher with
which he would communicate with me,
and I believed, moreover, that he had
no idea where I might be at the pres-
ent moment.
"It's all right, soriny," I said. "Trot
along."
"Where's yer letter?" asked the boy,
loyally anxious to earn his quarter.
"It won't have to go now," I said
coolly. I believed that the boy meant
no harm to me, but I was not taking
any risks. The boy sauntered down
the hall.
"Well, I must look like a sucker If
thy think I can be taken in by a trick
like that," was my mental comment
I charged the scheme up to my snake-
eyed friend and had a poorer opinion
of his intelligence than I had hitherto
entertained Yet I was astonished
that be should, even with the most
hearty, wish to bring about my down-
fall. contrive a plan that would Inflict
a heavy loss on his employer and pos-
sibly ruin him altogether. There was
more beneath than I could fathom. My
Drain refused to work in the maze of
contradictions and mysteries, plots
vaonidvecdomnterplots, in which I was in'
I took _my way at last toward the
Market. and, hailing a boy to whom
I intrusted my letter to Detective Coo-
gan, walked briskly to Pine street,
(To be continued in next issue.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Mary dose makes you feelbetter. Lax-Fos
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywnere. Price 60 cents.
Rich Man Killed for Money.
Johnstown, ave. z .--Dad ly
mp t listed- and hearing marks ahem-
log that he had been shot repeatedam
and terribly beatem, the body of Wit. 
HamCline, a wealthy citizen of Boli-
var.: was found, today in a field a
short distance from that town. The
motive of the crime M thought to
have been robbery,
'
I WRESTLER 1T WHITE HOUSE.
Hitachiyana to Give Exhibition for
President's Entertainment.
Washington, Nov. 12.— Proshdent
Roosevelt well be given a dement-gam
lion of Japanese wrestling tomorrow
ifternoon. in the white houtse. in
btkh Taniernon Hitaeheyana, chana-
-Ion of Japan, will take part. Mr.
Hitamehleatia milled on the president
-timely before the latter left for his
-outhern trip and preeented him with
3 tiandeome Japenese sword.' At that
rime the preeitient expressed a desire
ai witness a demonstration of the
lapanetrefl methods of wrestlimg, and
he Melt tomorrow in the result. Mr,
.fitak iriyatra is
mamaimr, four
seferee.and on
accompanied by his
young athletes, a
inter. p mete 7.
tiEORGIA PRESENTS BIG
BILL FOR GOVERNMENT.
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 12.—The claim
if the state of Georgia against the
:al government for the use arid
mmipation of the Western and At-
'antic railway immediately after the
civil war, aggregating $600.756, will
be pressed to an adjudication and
settlement at the approaching session
of congress if possible. Bills 'provid-
ing for this will be presented by Sen-
itor Clay and Representative Living-
ston.
' The claim is band on the use and
occupation by the, United States army
officers of the state's road from May
11, 1865. to September 25, 1865, for
the transportation of troops and sup-
Miss. The revenues of the road were
also collected by the officers during
that period and held by the govern-
Big Four Victim Identified.
Carrel. 111. Nov. 12 —The inquest
over the bodies of the two men Milled
post poised until Monday aft 1-11001i
One of the vierans was identified as
John A. McQuay, of Norris City. The
other's Identity has not been estab-
lished. Both were kV-Jed by a Big
Four train, •
A discursive student Is almost cer-
tain to fall into bad company,
minutes with a French novel,
German rationalist, have sent
er away wit ha fever for life.
Ten
or a
a read-
'lurk to Natare.”
If you have been reading my ad-
vertisements on Osteopathy, and are
not yet satisfied that it will do all I
Maim, I should like to have you 'call
at my office some time just to make
a personal Investigation.
In the short time that I have been
here I have had the pleasure of treat-
ing some of the most prominent peo-
ple of the city, for one thing and an-
other, and I have yet to find a patient
who was dissatisfied.
Every day but adds, too, to the
number of people who are finding
that the Osteopathic treatment is all
that we claim for it. Of course in
some instances relief or cures are
quicker than in others, as is but
natural.
If you are suffering from any form
of nervousness, liver, bowel, stomach
or kidney troubles, of asthma, chronic
headaches, neuralgia, rheumatism,
lumbago or general debility, don't
wait too long before doing something
for it, but come tia see me and let
me make a diagnosis of the ease and
tell you frankly what Osteopathy will
do for you.
Osteopathy is not a cure all. no
will it cure in a night: there is noth-
ing occult about it,—just It' scientific,
rational, back to nature treatment
that is doing much for suffering hu-
manity.
DR. G. B. FROAGE,
Phone 1107, 516 Broadway. up-
1. "• et has been stairs
"What Is the Issue' ot your 'Meg!,
anipaign " Raked the visitor to New
York.
"Mostly small bills," replied the
disemeted political worker."—Phila•
delphia Ledger. •
BACK UP YOUR  COUPON BONDGRAY MATTER win'
USE
(C(3 11--D [©6H
for Letters
that Count
Ont-year or fifty years from now, your letters iu
other people's files will look a3 well as t'ae day they
were received if they are written on
@©UP@G‘g DgME
COUPON BOND betters by age, because it is made slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper
making and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. You
have to build a sheet of paper. That is why a blind man could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers.
The "feel" would tell him the character of the. paper. Its
strength and surface WOuld tell the story of slow, careful manu-
facture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters that have to count. Try it for
Nourself. Make an experiment Get a montL's supply of
Coupon Bond from yOur printer and check up re..n,lts.,
The SUN Job Office
r411WWWW1w. 
Both Phones 358.
I
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER I.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN PAW/ F111'11
lit.:94.70.,_r:
 )ust 4eceived
few Ifot adies'
Zrown aJailor 6uits
09.50 to $25.50
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Hoer residence phone 464;
office 176.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 40049
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-We have just received another
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
Is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
BLAMES WATTERSON
Itleoh IIAM SAYS COURIER-JOUR-
NAL DEFEATED TICKET.
Gets Back at Marie Henry at Lexing-
ton and Roasts Him on Tent-
meaner. Stand.
Lexington, Ky., Nov. 12.-Gov. J.
C. W. Beckham has preparttd a
lengthy and stinging reply to the
critichons of Henry Wattereon in
utieti he lays tile blame for the re-
cent Democratie defeat is the slate :
to the door of the Louisville editor. 1
He declared teat Watterson has
(ant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.; been; blowing hot and cold in the
-Forms for real estate agents for isame breate and all the while st-
eak at this office. 'tempting to create strife in the panty.
-City subscribers to the Daily That Watterson- made a ISpre.41 at
VIVI_ who wish. the _delivery of their P-eittelgtOn datering it was wrottg to
papers stopped must notify our col-ideeh- the mint Julep away ("11 /4".
Ilips of the Kentuckians and. later.lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention willIfteing that he had stirred up the
t m pera nee people, he wrote abe paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co. 
lengthy editorial, in welch he went
back on everything he had said. He--Miss Isabel Mohan, pianist and
attahs political career of Wat-accompanist, has now her studio In
tern and declares that be aspi,res
e
the American German National bank
to building, second floor, where she 
that place in the United States
senate to which he was chosen at diewould be pleased to see all her
friends and patrons. 
Democratic primaries last year.
Governor Beckham, since the elec--For quality use the Diamond
,tios of the Republican ticket. beerubber stamps. The Diamond Stamp
beret closeted almost every hour withWorks. 115 South Third street.
Phones 358. 
political advisers from various parts
of the state, and it is shown that the
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the RePI.1 iliiCa OH i be in •a position to
City for a few months, and I have ae- name the speaker of the house, who
eprired an interest in his business and will most likely be a Democrat. said
shall look after it for him. Any In- that the chances for electing a Gait-formation with reference to any
ed States senator and defeating Gov.trench of it will receive prompt at-
tetelon if you will call up The Sun 
Beckham are brighter.
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax-
ton.
-place your orders for wedding
Invitations at horro The San is
Showing as great an assortment as
you wi:1 find anywhere, at prices
Much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-R. D. Clements & Co. are show-
ing the largest line of $1.60 popular
copyright novels for 50 cents ever
shown, in the city of Paducah.
-Bulbs, Bulbs, all. kinds. Special
Hyacinth bulbs, per dozen 25e. M. J.
Yopp Seed Co., Second street. Old
phone 243.
Because of the danger to &room-
pliehed skaters frcm those who are
Inexperienced. Manager Crambaugh,
of the Auditorium rink, will have to
exclude all awkward skaters, and will
en rule tonight.
live camp No. 2, W. 0. W., will
meet tonight at the K. C. hall in the
Campbell building. All members are
urged to be present.
The Eventrur Sun- Inc_ n week.
The Use of
Toilet Cologne
is eonsitlered a little old
fashioned in this day of ex-
pensive extracts and toilet
waters. But if you will give
OUT
Neroli Cologne
n fair trial you will be sur-
prised at the fresh, clean
fragrance, and a little in
the bath water will strengthen
your opinion, perhaps, of
your grandmother's good
taste. Our Neroli Cologne is
very fine indeed and we sell
it in half pint glass stoppered
bottles for
50c
13rtiarsilast es
Fiffk and Broadway. Otto. Paillet Mont.
IN METROPOLIS
Miss Modie Kirkpaeriek, of Gol-
conda, is %I-siting in the city.
Frank Corlis .ie in from a drum-
rang trip
Mrs. P. Johnson hap gone to Cairo
to make her home with her son.
Ed Trail. a fireman on the Illinois
Central at East St. Louis, is visiting
relatives and friends.
The Harris & Cole plant cut the
hands down to eight hours a day.
It hi reported that the Moline
Spoke Works will soon move to Mo-
One, Ill.•
CHICAGO BRAIN TRI'ST
IS LITERARY SOCIETY.
Chicago, Nov. 12.-What is some-
times referred to as the "Chicago
Brain Trust',' the group of western
writers including Finley Peter Dunne.
George Ada and the two McCutch-
eons-John T. and George Barr -is
nothing original in its methods. Its
members have hit upon the novel
scheme ofeeirovIding entertainment
for the public and themselves as well
as adding to their bank accounts by
writing about one another. In the
November number of Appleton's Mag-
azine John T. McCutcheon has an ar-
ticle about George Ade Illustrated in
the _lamitable McCutcheon way. In
December Ade Is to conic back with
an article about McCutcheon. It is
.,asy to see that this scheme has limit-
has posiebilities if it is carried far
,nough. Meanwhile the fame -of the
literary scions of Chicago-and In
liana-is being spread abroad.
tYFIE1,11) DOER NOT LIKE
TO LOSE DR. WARTERFIRLD.
The Mayfield Messenger, Novem-
ber 11, says. "of a minister well
known and popular in Padueah: •
"The Rev. C. A. Warterfield
preached his last sermon Sunday
night to a full house of admiring
friends, before leaving for the annual
conference, which meets this week at
Humboldt. Tenn. This ended his
fourth year at this place, which is the
limit, and as a matter of course he
will be located at some other place in
the future. Dr. Warterfield it; an
able, progressive divine and we doubt
whether the church at this place will
receive his equal in its new preacher.
He will leave many strong friends
outside of-hie own char& who are
-Perry that the ttme- has ternin
final departure. Since he has been
here the people have learned to love
and, admire him and his interesting
wife and childrim."
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Social Meeting of Lodge.
Mrs. Mike leeman will entertain
the members of Manchester Grove
tomorrow afternoon at her residence,
Fourth and Washer' gtou ttreets.
Entre NOUN Club.
Mrs. Henry Rudy is hostess of the
Entre Nous club this afternoon at her
apartments in the Noble-Tandy fiats.
Delphic t'lub.
The Delphic club met in regular
weekly session this morning at the
Carnegie library. "The Old Theban
Kingdom" was interestingly discussed
by Miss Helen Lowry, Mrs. David A.
Yelser and Mrs. Elizabeth Austin.
Attractive Bridge Luncheon.
Mrs. George B. Exalt entertained
with a pretty bridge-luncheon today
at her apartments in the Empire
Flats. A delightful three-course Ion-
eon was served at 1 o'clock arei
Bridge was played during the after-
noon. The rooms were effectively
decorated with chrysanthemums and
ferns. There were five tables at
bridge.
Delightful Lecture at Woman's Club.
I.orado Taft, the eminent sculptor
and lecturer of the Art institute of
Chicago, was heard last evening at
the Woman's club auditorium by a
representative and cu:tured audience.
He is a deitghtful speaker and his
lecture, "Glimpses of a Sculptor's
Studio," held the attention through-
out. Mr. Taft and his assistant, Mr.
Cunnelly, gave practical illustrations
of modeling that were wonderfully
fascinating. Mr. Cunneily is a young
artist of talent whom Mr. Taft found
at work in a mine and brought to
Cbicago to study, recognizing his In-
filled at the next meeting. Messrs.1,0
John Bleecker, Edwin J. Paxton and
Miss Adine Morton were appointr.1
to draw up the constitution and by
laws. The meetings will be held
monthly. The society was organized
by Mrs. Robert Becker Phillips, of
the state federation forestry commit-
tee. The Alumni association, super-
intendent of the city schools, Board
of Park Commissioners, Board of
Public Works and Civics department
are all especially interested in the de-
velopment of the local forestry work.
Dr. Thomas E. Will, of Washington,
D. C., and secretary of the American
Forestry association, will lecture here
on November 29.
Grace Church Guild eleeting.
The Grace etherch guild will moet
on Wednesday afternoon at 2 q'cl•wk
with Mrs. Charles E. It., h.irilson,
1643 Broadway, to pereot arrange-
ments fOT the (Three mos Ia,.aa r to
be given on December 7 teeter tee
auspices of the guild.
Pretty Party for l'kiter.
WI/. Henry Harris etetertained
with a Silhouette Party at hr home,
1'eL0 Madoison street, last night in
honor of her Meter, Miss Annie Rags-
dale. The first prize was otteured
by Miss &bet Robertson. and the
booby by Miss Lroena Gholson The
house was beautifully deeorated In
white and oink and the cake and ices
were of the same color. There were
sixteen- cou pies present. •
Mrs. J. W. Blackard and Miss
Lucile Blackard, lint Jeffersor.
street, will leave this week to visit
friends in Humboldt, Tenn., during
the session of the Memples confer-
ence there. They will go to Trenton
Tenn., to see Master Will Blackara
at the Fitzgerald Training School be-
fore returning home.
Attorney Lal Threlkeld left for his
home at Smithiand today after at-
tending court
Mrs. J. W. White, of Benton Har-
herent genius. The only completed bor, Mich., Is in the city the guest of
'study that Mr. Taft exhibited last her son, Mr. F. E. White, of the News,
'night was a most charming head of a Democrat. She was accompanied by
child, the work of Mr. Cunnelly. The Mr. White's son, Frank. Jr. After
;lecture was entirely out bf the u551 here for a while they wi:1 ge
which° +Oen to Birmingham, Ala., to visit
made it especlali -- 
fnider at cut and dried .alfalra,.
there.
Mrs. Charles Frederick. of 233
North Sixth street. is visiting et
Princeton.
Col. T. W. Patterson, of Murray,
wee in the city last night.
D. L. Grace and Jasc-tr Futrell, of
'Murray, were 1 the city last night
in route to La Center.
Mrs. C. H. Charnblin. of Paducab.
Ky., was in the city yesterday en
route to Cl.ntote Ky., to attend a dis-
trict convereion of the Woman's
Foreign eliselonary moiety ' of the
Methodbet ehurch. Mrs. Chamblin is
a district secretary of the otganiza-
tion.-Oalro Bulletin.
Attorney Hal Corbett. wha has
been seriously ill of the grip, is much
improved today.
Mrs. Frank Mayer, of South Fourth
street. is quite RI of malarial fever.
weeks.
ekheas been sick for about two
Mr. J. D. Smith ts eonfloed to his
home on North Third street with an
attack of broth-trete.
eitiss Ada Brazelton returned to
the High ececol this morning after
an illness of the grip.
Mrs. E. E. Buck, of 7011 South
Ninth street. has returned from
Brinkley, Ark., and Cape Girar-
deau. Mo., after a four weeks' visit
Mrs. Benj. White, of Cape Girardeau,
accompanied her home for a visit.
Mr. J. R. (ovington, of Ragland,
has accepted a position with the
Paltmee Transfer company as runner
ed with Mr. John S. Bleecker as on the bus. He makes al trains and
president and Miss Adine Morter. Mr. L. D. Potter. who frau been aot-
secretary. The two remaining offices, ing in this capaelto, will remain in
vice-president and treasurer. will be the Palmer House office during the
day.
MT. Brack Owen went to Hamby
station this morning on business.
Mrs. (boar Notes went to Denton
this morning on business.
The Rev. W. T. Boiling left this
morning  _for Humboldt, Tense to at
tend the Methodist conference.
Mrs. JamesoEdward Baker left to-
day for Florida 'to join Mr. Baker.
who is connected with the Tampa
-Tribune at Tampa. She will visit
relatives in Sandford' 'beforegoing to
Tampa.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Murray have
returned front a week-end visit to
Mr. and MOS. George Budke, of May-
field.
Mrs. Ed Mallen, of Mayfleld is visit-
ing relatives here.
, Milts Rebte Sills, of Mayfield, is in
the city.
1 Judge D. G. Park attended circuit
!court In Mayfield Monday
Miss Thenie Cochran and Miss
.Eunice Huggino_of Mayfield, have
'been visiting in Paducah.
Mr. Oscar Hank spent Sunday in
Maylield, where he formerly lived.
Mr. M. B. Nash has returned from
Mayfield, where he was on business
connected with the tobacco interests.
) captivating. Mr.
'Taft is a man of striking personality
land_ looks the artist. He was grace-
'fully introduced by Judge E. W.
Bagby. This is the first of the series
lof three notable lectures that the
'Woman's club have secured for this
;season, along the lines of art, litera-
ture and enueic.
Open Meeting Delightful Occasion.
The Furnishing society of the First
Christian church, had its open meet-
ing for November on Monday after-
noon. Mrs. A. S. Dabney, of North
Fifth street was the hostess and the
Ladies' Aid society were the guests
of honor. An attractive musical pro-
gram was rendered by Mrs. George B.
Hart, Mrs. Henry Overby, Mrs. W. C.
Gray, Mr. Richard Scott, Miss Mary
Bondurant and Master Robert Bon-
durant. Delicloite lees, candles and
coffee were served by the hostess.
The pink and white cream was pret-
tily arranged In egg kisses; the can-
dies also carried out the pink and
white motif. There were GO guests
present. Mrs. Q. D. Vaughan, of
Louisville, and Mrs. Clark. of Hop-
kinsville, were out-of-town guests.
Local Forestry Society Organized.
Quite a number were present at
the meeting 'held yesterday afternoon
at the Woman's club house of those
interested in the subject of forestry.
A permanent organizatiwi was effect-
We've been rouad the
circle; seen all this sea-
son's d-esigaz_iin shirts
made by the best -firms.
We selected here and
there what seemed to us
the most attractive pat-
terns and we think he re
is the finest display ever
seen in Paducah.
Come in and see what
you think of our taste.
Distributors of the
Manhattan and Emery
fine shirts.
AGrINALIX) HAS HOPEFUL VIEW
---
Sees Good for Philippine. as Result
Of Secretary Taft'. Visit.
Manila, Nov. 12.-A feature of the
visit of Secretary of War Taft to Ma-
nila was the presence of Aguinaldo
at several of the functions, for the
first time since his capture. Dtacuss-
log the probable results of the visit
of Mr. Taft to Manila he said: "It
is my belief that the benefits to fol-
low the visit to the peoule of thr
Philippines will be greeter than they
recogilse at the present flme.
I am at present unable to form an
opinion off-hand of the possible fu-
ture advantages, but ant confident
that it has done good." it
IN Till COURTS
In Circuit Court.
J. M. Clark against U. Doran, Jude
merit for plaintiff.
Minnie Cunningham
cab Marine Railway
tiun for a new trial.
J.-M. Hutchinson against Cohanku-
Manufacturing company, verdict Ice
the defendant.
against Padu
company, me
In Pollee court.
Three cases were presented before
Police Judge D. A. Cross this morn-
ins. They are: Tom Spillman, Toni
Ross and Will Parson, charged with
drunkenness, $1 and costs.
MAY SOLVE MURDER MYSTERIES
Discovery Made at Buffalo Throw'
Light on Indiana Crimes.
South Bend, ludo Nov. .12.-
Through a mistalol made at Buffalo,
N. Y., in switching onto the wrone
track a car of horses bound for New
York the police made a discovery
that may solve three murder mys-
teries that have perplexed northern
Indiana. The attendant was missing,
the mattrees on which he had slept
was soaked with blood and there
were other evidences that murder
had been committed. The car had
been in charge of A. W. Murphy,
whose body was found a few days ago
near the Lake Shore crossing in this
city. It is now believed that Murphy
was killed by a gang of robLers who
had boarded the car. There is evi-
dence to show that Ralph Kyle and
Henry Ronk, whose bodies wer,
found at other points along the Lake
Shore track, were decoyed into the
car and murdered.
STATEMENT ERRONEOUS
Regarding Gen. Grant, Admiral Far-
- remit and Gen, Thomas.
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 12.--Mr. S
A. Cunningham. publisher of the Con-
• feds-rate  Veteran,- _of- thie-cley.---tha
'official organ of the United Confed-
erate Veterans' association, stated
;today in regard to the publication
'that General Grant, Admiral Farra-
'gut and General Thomas had applied
I
to Jefferson Davis for commission in
the Confederate army, that at the
time of the publication of Captain be
Rtissett's communication In the Vet-
eran he had his misgivingsas to thi
correctness of the statement, and
that later investigation had convinced
him it was erroneous. As a result of
i these investigations Mr. Cunningham
'announced that the December num-
ber of the Veteran would contain a
i (inert Ion.
•
HOPES TO FIND PIRATE'S GOLD.
Sailor Going to Honduras After VI,-
000,000 Hurled by Latrobe.
New York. Nov. 12.-"I know
where that money is. and I'm going
to get it, too.-
Bill Small mearre it. He is master.
mate and Owner of the likely yawl.
Catherine, moored at the foot of
Twenty-third sire ot, South Brooklyn
It won't be the fault of his seaman-
ship, skill. persistenco or pluck if he
doesn't finally eonie upon the 36,0a11
000 liv spaiii.-h gold buried a century
ago by "Blackboard- Latrobe on a
tiny. uninhabited Island off the coast
of Honduras.
It has taken him eight years to
get the ship and the money to make
the try, and now he's ready. If to
succeeds It will be where others have
failed.
Uncle doe's Big Task.
Washington Nov 12 -If l'nele
Joe Cannon should show up at he
office in the capitol now he would be-
hold a stack, about the size of v
flour barrel, of letters and telegrams
from members of congress indicating
their preferences In the matter o'
committee appointments. The sante
tudomitabee reeolutioh 1911 Unclt
Joe manifested-Vivien he kicked a mat'
dog several feet in the air will be re
quired to enable him to wade through'
that epistolary deluge. It is expectee
that the speaker will make his ap
pearance in Washington on Nocem
bar 20, and from that time until the
committees are announced he will to
very busy, indeed -
Will Acre than Premier,
Manila, Nov. 12.-A local news
paper known artre organ of the lae
courts, has published a eensationa
statement conc rning the defence?, Is
be made by Nunzio Nest forme.
minister of public. instructiOn. wiir
is being tried -before the senate or
the charge of falsifying doeument.
and defrauding the Wale treasury..
Notice to Contractors.
The jail committee will recelvt
bids fot building concrete wall;
around the county jail up to Satur
day. November 16. Plans and speci
flcations can be seen at the office o
chairman, 119 South Fourth street
Rights reserved to reject any and al
bids. J. J. BI.EICH.
Chairman Jail Committee.
FOR SALE CHEAP- Desirabl
property on South Fourth. Thro
houses, numbers 427, 431 aod. 4e:
between Clark and Adams stre.w.$
Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner, Hereli
Ill. Box 306, or Inquire at Joe Dor
ner's shoe shop, 126 1-2 Kentuck
avenue, for full particulars.
Mr. Frank Lucas, of Patineat
spent Saturday and Sunday In thi
City on a visit,to his parents, Mr. an;
Mrs. Ed Larcas.--eMayfield Monitor.
Keep Warm
And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.
This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.
We say and guarantee
'that no soot will be in
the stove or pipe after
the entire winter's
work.
Our line is complete in
sires, finishes, designs,
quality and price.
Our Prices range from
$1.25 to $75.00
Don't fail 2 C the Best Line
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated
a't .r.r.rdr-r-r-r.rdr-r 4
bubscriii.ers inserting want ads in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such hone are to be paid for
when the nä is inserted, the rule ap-
plying to every one without excep-
tion,
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
---MITCHELLEI for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR SALE or rent, laundry com-
plete. Ring old phone 426-r.
FOR SALE--Cheap, gasoline boat
Gray engine. Address A. K., Sun.
FOR heatieg and stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR Mx attOOLO rod phone
1361.
WANTED-Poeition as meat cut:
FOR SALE - Cheap 1. i.e four-roon
WANTED - second-hand milk
wagon. Address Q. care Sun.
FOR RENT- Good live room
house. 3402 Broadway. Apply a:
grocery opposite. New phone 1243.
FOR SAI.E-Young honeysucke
vines, be each. Address The Bunga-
low, 1754 Monroe street.
Send 10c for instructions for re-
moving pimples from the face wits.
out use of drugs. Address Z, care
General Delivery.
THE Perfection 011 Heater sad
Rayo Lamps advertised in this paper
are sold only by Noah's Ark.
FOR RENT-One six-room-cot:
time, 502 North Seventh. All mod-
ern conveniences. Phone 254.
BEAUTIFUL ROOMS- Furnished
or ,u-nfurnitihrel. Two for light house-
keeping. 726 Jefferson street.
WANTED-Office boy. Apply -.-i
ter. Phone 1422. J,. D. Robertson. Fourth act!
--FOR RENT-Blacksm Broadway.ith Mop
Fifth and Jefferson. John Dean. COTTAGE for rent; $8 per mown
Three blocks from postoffice. ApplyFOR SALE---Good bay mare for
family use. Inquire 331 Broadway. 
at 441 South Sixth street.
with steam heat, 432 Washington St. 
bath, front and back porches, ha: Is
FOR RENT--Four room flat sitsFOR RENT - Furnished rooms
_
500 LOADS dry stove wood for 
etc., upstairs. No. 1440 Broadway._
Third and Tennessee. Phone 
2e2.. 
- . 
r M -Our catalogue explains how
1.w... Dt .eaSchanbdae
barber 
iteck delivery. Both phones 203. 
trade in few weeks.
• EN.
FOR 'RENT-Four - room fiat,'
mailed free, Moler Barber C,olliege,
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with St. Louis, Mo.
1 :MOTHER'S SOOTHING BALM for
ORDER your dry stove wood. loose.
'hair. Apply at this office.
chapped and rough _ jikin...made by-
ttut bundied_kintutavicem- joheston.--Mrs. ilaweins. le for sale at StutesJeaker Coal Co. Both phones 203. 'candy store. ,
FOR SALE-Piano, furniture and
ild phone 725. - 
how we t• itch hairdressing. mandeur-
lee I ti ES --- Our catalogue teaches:Age. ' Apply to 242-1 Broadway. '
esidence. 12 l' South Sixth 
street.:ing. fayial IllaStifir40, etc., in few
FOR RENT-My six room brit*
I-
oseph Mattison, Sr. 
weeks. mailed free. Meier College,
t 
belt
St. Lonis, Mo.
016A. _.._ . _e___-----..-- -rek - -ea.
;'ailor, 115 South Third street. Phone
ill work guaranteed. Solomon, The , nee pear High school. Apply to Mrs.
I C. W. Girardety, with Rudy. Phillips
let)R RENT --Eight room ...
CLOTHES cleaned and- prettied .ffotase with bath, on Kentucky a're'
A BRICK residence for rent, 831.
Madison. Apply to Rev. W. E. Cave,
2:".14 North Seventh.-street.
one Cameo set ring. Floder please
-WANTED-To rent house or cot-
'. G. M.. care Sun. . 
return to 1211 Jackson street and
age by permanent tenant. Address receive reward.
  _a__y_
cork, big pay, phone 1116-a or call 
CLEANING AND PRESSING ne
Vi 
m,
A'NTED-Hustling agents, 
e_i
_ 271/2 Broadway. ,
WANTED--Position as assistant
enokkeeper or clerk in grocery. Ad-
Iress E.. care Sun.
-WANTffitti - Position by book:
eeeper _and stenographer. Address
NI., care Sun.
FOR-RENt -Nice home ha_coun-
ry, two miles from city. Good past-
re. Apply Chas. Bichon, • 389-2,
'Id phone.
 . _
FO RRENT--A four-room house
sills all modern conveniences at 514
..orth Fifth street. Apply 616
eorth Fifth street.
GOOD PRICE paid for furnitrre
nd stoves at Williams & Peal. 205
outh Third street. New phone 901-a.
FOR RENT--Two 3-room houses
tn Kincaid street across Sixth street
'ridge. Apply 'to Gip Husbanels or
'hone 1780.
GO and have a patr of pants made
) order for $7.014. 'Goods gnarlier.
Settemoir. Tailor, 113 South
hied street.
_
POR RENT--To gentleman. nicely
irnished upstairs room, convenient
) bath, hot and.cohl water; Apply
H. etemontw.- 4.0w moo "free.
DON'T FORGET the lioJe-in-the-
eon, 111 te South Thtrd ettreet, for
hide-con-came, tamales and sand-
vkives of all kinds.
LOST-November 2, in or near the
grocery corner Twelfth and Jackson
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work called for and delivered. One
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, Stott!
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
33S-a.
WANTED--Boy between the a-tee
of 15 and 18 to Fearn the drug beet-
nese. Must be of good moral char-
acter. Answer in own hand writiog.
addressing Druggist, care general
delivery, city.
FOR SALK-One of e prettiest
modern two-story residertee* in Pa-
ducah; well located, furnace and alt
conveniences. Price $4.000. Can
guarantee a tenant for floe years at
$180 a year. Address X. care Sun.
-WANTED-For U. S. army: Able;
bodied unmarried men between Agee
of 21 and 35: citinens of the United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. Men wanted new
for service in Cuba. For informatio1
apply to Recruting Officer, New Rich-
mend House. Paducah, Ky.
NIGHT SCHOOL-First enontee
tuition free If yeti clip and mail or
present this notice within the next
live days to Draughon's Practleie
Business College (Incorporatell
31414 . Broadway, Paducah. VI
phone 1755 yoking for particulars -1
this remarkable offer. If you desire,
quit at end of month. owing nothleg,
or continue at special rats-414 a
month. _
Louisville, Nov. 12.—The annual Plata may soon become rival bidders
meeting of the Kentucky board of to their sisters of the North Amen-
fire underwriters. , which will be in can republic,
session at the Galt house Thursday The most interesting feature in the
and Friday of this week, is expected; international matrimonial trade is 
raittee, believes the differences mayto be one of the largest and most the loyalty and 
patriotism of. the
auspicious meetings ever held by the be adjusted withput much difficulty.titled *European women. No one hears
board, and mang of the managers Mr Berry, chairman of the senateJif an Austrian princess marrying an '
'American soap niaking 
millionaire.leommittee, expresses like confidenceand district managers of the largest I
in the prospect.
One of the principal contentions
in the committee promises to he on
the question of how far that sub-
legislative body shall go in its work.
The warning sounded by Lieutenant
Governor Sherman last week that he
will rule out of order any report sub-
mitted by the senate committee on
he quite pleasant for them but it
sections outside of those already in
would reduce the whole business to a
dispute Is not taken seriously by
common plane. What would it profit
l
an American girl to marry a duke If 
some of the committee nenibers.
I)' mentioned to slit-tee d II.. le. Veit her railroading brother could marry 
They point to the fact that precedent
ze; as president of the Kentucky his sister? In a little while the whole 
is antagonistic to the lieutenant gov-
'
board. family would be no better than they 
ernors ruling.
ought to be—that is. than their May Draft Ent
irely New BM.
American neighbors. The American Heretofore joint committees 
not
heiress would have no motive to only have added n
ew provisions to
mmarry English noblemen if they couldeasures In dispute but have draft
ed
not be expected to he elevated to a entirely Dew -hills. confining their
Ku. work only to the subject matter ern-e_e (.;!,.], of English ladies distinctly----------
l" or +4, their sisters at home. Tile 
braced in the measure given over to
al'hThe report that th 
‘44-+f-,,a4 4.ificing conduct of the Euro- them. If the committee proceeds
e e..ies7
in ountesses In remaining poor on the theory that its work is limited
the unmarried Vanderloh 41;torsels
to join her fortunes l t , rii- 
,n 4,7der that the halo about nobility only to the subject of -primary elec-
 Ulu ennallenn 
e e 
usuLess 
we
11„1,_,nia not be dissipated and may con- tion legislation, an qutirely new art
• b 
HMI
He Knows
Comulkyour doctor freely about medi-
cal matters. He knows. Trust him.
Da as he says. Follow his advice.
UNDERWRITERS
Talk with your doctor about Ayers non-
alcoholic Sarsaparilla. Ask him if be pre-
scribes it for pale, delicate children. Ask
him if he recommends it when the blood
is thin and impure, a nd when the nerves are
weak anamisteady. Ask him if it aids nature
in t,u ildi na up the genera I health.Le4ri,71,:
-maaamaaallaillailasulasssesseeosourestssalmilhaagseshisoc..--
THE PADTTCX11 EVENING SITIV,
NEW MEASURE
MAY BE PREPARED AND INTRO-
DUCED BY commirtEE.
atice of a pretenee so absurd in this
'age when all sorts and. conditions of Settlement of Illinois Primary Law
men think for themselves without let Trouble May ite Brought
or hindrance? About.
The European answers "Business."
MEET AT GALT HoUsE I N LOUIS- if the title of "count" is worth $10.-
VILLE us FRIDAI. 000,000 in the American market,
why destroy it—since it costs so little
.to keep it alive. Besides, as time
I passes, the American market will lm-
John L. Smith, of Thud City, Is Tipped prove and the supply of heiresses
to suce••ed Ii. F. Weit.tel as will be greater. Other markets, too,
President, may be opened, and already therr Is
promise that thi lassies whose sort in joint committ
ee in an effort
father's unnumbered herds browse 'talon That the task 
Imposed Is gar
along the banks of the R:o de la from a simple one is ev
idenced in the
wide difference In the Oglesby bill as
it :eft the house and in the form it
was turned out by the senate.
Mr. Oglesby. chairman ()tithe house
representation upon the joint corn-
fire insurance companies In th.,;The prineess. of course, understands
country will lie present when Secre-ithat as the wife of the soap-maker
trey Claude F. Snyder calls the roll, she would smell rather of soap than
Besides the discussion °lithe bust- nobility. Therefore, she proudly
ness of the past and prospective hap- foregoes an automobile and parse-
tunings of the coming season theiveres in washing dishes.
• lection of officers for the ensuing Were the foreign countesses to
year will probably be the most im marry rich American men it would
portant work of the meet.ng.
It was learned last nigh: hat John
L. Smith, local manager of thy Ham-
burg-itreincii company, is prominent_
The %aim. of a Title.
' drifted thtints* to increase nation-aT-Ciiin: Mar he nr a ,-body wad
went of the Europeau (mine lee in
merce Is very beautiful and useful as
maintaining a titled aristocracy. says
the Charleston News and Courier. well. 
Imp
We are prone to indulge in specia.,
wonder on this side of the Atlantic 
lie—But, surely, Peggy, you don't
at. the persistence of European aris't you 
can't mean to jilt me, to throw
tocracy—in spite of the growth of 
me over altogether She—Oh, no.
socialism and radicalism. In Great 
still prefer quarreling with you to
Britatni we behold only the shell of 
,ellareeling with anybody else.—The
tereditary aristocracy surviving. vaa Destander.
see the people enjoying quite as,
much freedom as Me have in America Europe is a place where men o to
and we marvel that the shell is not' demonstrate that they have money
destroyed' Why suffer the enntinii2l instead of sense.
CATARRH sE.lous
FAR-REACHING BLOOD DISORDER
Even in its early stages Catarrh is almost intolerable, caused by the
Stuffy feeling in the nose, the buzzing noises in the ears, the continual
"hawking and spitting" difficult breathing, etc. But when the blood
becomes thoroughly polluted from the catarrhal matter, the inflammation
extends to the bronchial tubes, causing hoarseness, and often an aggravating
cough; the stomach is affected, resulting in dyspepsia, loss of appetite and
strength, and gradually all the mucous-membranes of the body become dis-
eased and the system Upset and deranged. Frequently the kidneys and
bladder are attacked, and the constant passage of impure blood through the
lungs, diseases these important members, and Catarrh terminates in Con-
sumption. Catarrh is a deep-seated blood disease, and must be treated con-
stitutionally, for it is beyond the reach of local treatment. S. S. S. cures
Catarrh by cleansing the blood of all the impure catan-hal matter and at the
same time building up the entire system. It goes down and attacks the
disease at its head, in the cireulation, and
removes every trace of the impurity that is
causing the trouble. Then as rich, pure
blood circulates through the body, the in-
flamed membranes commence to heal, the
mucous discharges grow less and finally
cease, and all the disagreeable and disgusting
symptoms of Catarrh disappear. S. S. S. has
no equal as a cure for this disease. It refines and purifies the entire circulation
and repairs the damage done by Catarrh. Special book on Catarrh and any
medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA:
PURELY VEGETABLE
A LITTLE TALK
about heavy overcoats may be valu-
able to you if you drop in on us and
let us give you poln-te-s as to styles
and materials for stylish and hand-
eorne garments. Everyone knows
wbe nthey are fitted at our rooms
that they always bear the stamp of
fashion and gentility. -We are wait-
ing for your- order. Cold weather
has arrived.
H. M. DALTON,
403 Broadway.
Kith Warren the Jeweler.
OOP\
W. F. Paxton, R. Rudy,
President. Cashier.
P Puryear,
Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAMS BANK
lace rrrrr t•t1
Capital 11100.000
Surplus   50,000
Stockholders liability.. „  100,000
Total aecnrity to delwreltorn $250,000
Au counts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the sense
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN 84TURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOC/L
Third and Broadwa‘,
Springfield. III., Nov. 12.—In spite
of the fact that there will be no ses-
sion of the legislature this week
there will be work of the strenuous
sort in joint committee in an eine-,
to reconcile the differences of the two
turned hack to the assembly for con-
sideration. In such a contingency
the advocates of direct plurality nom-
inations—such as are provided for in
the Oglesby bill as passed by both
houses--one more will have to fight
the friends of majority, percentage,
and convention nominations.
Should the committee decide to
confine its deliberatione to the sec-
tions at issue, the prospect of a com-
mittee agreement before the senate
and house reconvene on November 2h
will be greatly increased. Of the
forty amendments made in the sen-
ate several have been agreed to al-
ready, so that less than half a dozen
points of serious consequence would
remain to he passed upon. • -
Party Machinery By Primary Vote.
One of the important questions to
be settled Is whether provision for
the election of party machinery by
primary vote is to be restored to thy
bill. The ortgleal Oglesby bill was
stripped of all provisions on this
subject by the senate. Since the
upper branch acted there has beer,
considerable protest against leaving
the selection of the voluntary party
organization without the protection
of the law, and some of the senators
who voted for the amendments on
this subject have shown a disposition
to recede from their stand. Senator
Berry expressed the belief that these
portions of the measure will be re-
stored to the original form.
Few members of either branch
look for a restoration of the pro-
vision for the selection of presiden-
tial electors or national committee-
men and national convention dele-
gates by primary vote. Speakei
Cannon of the national house of
representatives, has made a personal
fight for the eliminationeof national
convention delegates from the pro.
visions of the act, and many who
have personal preference for this pro-
-vision are willing to waive their de-
mand in deference to the speaket's
candidacy for the presidency.
. Candidates for Legislature.
The manner of selecting candidates
for the legislature Is expected to-be
the source of much contention. Dem-
ocratic members of the joint commit-
tee may insist upon ttle restoration
of the MeGoorty amendment, which
was stricken out by the senate. jr
It s present form, which is the
as the original draft, this se-
provides that. the senatorial commit
tee of each political party shall desig-
nate the number of legislative candif
dates to be nominated by such party.
The Democrats oontend that th's
comprises' a delegation of legislative
power to the senatorial committet
which will not stand the test of the
courts. Their amendment gave to
the voters the power to deterinine
how many legislative candidates
should be nominated, a plurality vote
making the. decision.
Opponente of the.Me0oorty amend-
ment insist that under the opinion
handed down by the supreme court
in declaring the last primary election
law invalid that tribunal practically
sinctione the delegation of this au-
thority to the senatorial committee.
While the joint conference commit-
tee is in session the house committee
cementing of Messrs. Flannigan,
Church, ,Gillespie, Hearn and Egan.
will be burrowing into the affairs of
the Illinois and Michigan canal cure-
mission.
Some people seem to Mini that
nobility went out of fashion when all
titles were abolished.
WHAT IS
POWER
Nature supplies force. Wind
turns the wind-mill. The brook
turns the water-whed. Coal runs
the engine and food runs the
man. Some things contain little
force. some things much.
One substance full of power is
SCOTT'S
EMULSION
Nature put the power there. It
is a wonderful liesh-producer.
This is not only a matter of
nourishment but of new vigor
and activity in the tissues.
An Druggist. i $1.00.
THOUGHTS OF WIFE
DRIVE 'TALI % N To SUICIDE IN
THE TI
Former Army °Meer Sent to Prison
By Brother Croon WI  lie
Sought 1141,
New York, Nov. 12.—Giovani de
ChichIcia, who until he was com-
pelled to choose between love and
duty was a lieutenant in the Italian
army, committed suicide in the tombs
today.' His imprisonment had been
brought about by his brother. Lug!,
a banker of this city. The latter
believed Giovani insane.
According to the police records,
he fell in love in Italy, and unable
as an army officer to support his wife
as he wished, deo rted and sought
his fortune as a cowboy in the Amer-
ican west. The venture was not suc-
cessful, and, fltuillY. leaving his wif"
their new home-, he mine to
York to get a fresh start. He .1
financial aid of his brother. A; ,,
second interview °fovea( was allege.]
to have peremptorily demanded first
$1,000 and then $2,000 from the
banker, and, it was charged, threat-
ened his brother's life. The banker
wished to have Giovani detained as
insane, but the court would not en-
tertain this charge and the former
soldier visa held tor trial on a charge
ut cal ryllIg concealed weapons.
the tombs til0VaIll became despond-
ent, complained :bitterly of former
friends and confieantly grieved for
his girl wife, left alone iu the west.
When the doors/ were opened te
permit the prisoners to go to the yard
for their daily exercise today Giovani
who occupied a cell on the third tier,
stepped quickly out upon the bal-
cony and then sprang upon the guard
rail, lie dived headforemost frop
the staging, landing on his head
feet below.
Several hundred prison compan-
ions witnessed his death.
JUDGE EV.INs PRESENTS
. BOOK TO LIRR.IRY
Federal Judge Walter Evans. of
LouletIlle, has donated a book to Pa-
ducah Carnegie library. It is en-
titled "The Union Cause in Ken-
tucky, 1860-1•865," and was written
by Captain Thomas Speed: a member
of the American Historical society,
and deals with the state of Kentucky
during the civil war. A high tribute
has been paid the book by Justice
John M. Harlan. of the United State,
supreme court.
l'u'-E-r-DR. JAMESIlEAD-ACHE
POWPERS
CURE
All
Drugalsts
For twen'_ Trot• it
has be. n t:.•• tr.,.
and faingul remedy.
Price 110c
lir -I. 3,ar_
For / rid 1:1IHrientend by
W. h. MTHERSON
The McPherson
Drug Store
Service
SUPERIORITY
The McPherson Drug Store Ser-
vice stands high above all com-
petitors, and although widely
imitated and constantly eopied,
our customers knoW the differ-
ence between. McPherson's Ser-
vice and ordinary Drug Store
Service,
Our Policy is original.
Our Methods are original.
Our Success isphenonional.
If You Want the best in any-
thing and everything that
may he obtained at a drug store,
If you want it at the most
reasonable price possible. If you
want it promptly, If you want
It with Absolute astiefsetion
yourself, then come at once to
or telephone 18J, Both Phones.
—Fos
AGAINST CANTEEN
GENERAL DAGGETT SPEAKS BE-
FORE NATIONAL W. C. T. U.
Says Many Prominent Advocates
Were Not in Army \\lieu Can-
teen Was in Existence,
Nashville. Tenn., Nov. 12.—Nash-
vale pulpits today were generally
filled by delegatei to the National W.
C. T. U.. now in session here. The
convention sermon was preached at
the Ryman Auditorium by Miss Eliza-
beth W. Greenwood, of New York,
national evangenstic superintendent.
tier hearers numbered thousands.
At night Gen. A. S. Daggett, U. S.
A., addressed another magnificent
audience at the Auditorium. His
subject was "The influence of ti‘
sale of liquor in the army canteen, '
and his argument was strongly
against its restoration.
He declared that many of the
prominent army officials favoring
restoration were not in the army
during the cantden's existence, and
were ignorant of its influence.
The songs of the Nashville gospel
chorus were features of both sea-
Si ons.
Mrs. Borem—ls Mrs. Ilighfly at
home?
Servant—I don't know. ma'am,
until I get a good look at ye. If ye
hev a wart on th' side o' yer nose,
ma'am, she ain't—Philadelphia Tele-
graph,
None but a genius can understand
how a genius suffers as he watches a
bright dream break.
Department Store
The store for all thrifty people
It .s the store that does sell its
merchandise at real cash prices and
does give cash on cashier checks.
Notice the blatant inconcisten-
cy of most merchants on
Cashier's Checks.
Common se111••• 'fist inctively per-
ceives that a merchant is not selling
Roods .at real cash prices who adver!
titles to take cashier cheeks at $1.05
or more in trade when he won't
give you even what they call for in
real money.
Dear reader, aren't you far mcre
Intelligent than such merchants
think? Why some merchants pricer
are so high that they ought to give
you even a $1.25 of their marcheu
dise for a cashier check or any other
kind of a dollar,
Next Friday and Saturday,
November 15th and 16th
We will give
A CLOAK OPENING
The representatives of a prominent
manufacturer will be here with sev-
eral hundred garments ready te
deliver at once. Will be glad te have
you come.
TUESDAY. NOVF:NIBER 12.
soios.
 VOIMINEIO
For a Warm
Bath Room
A bath in a cold room is a
Shivery operation and is extremely
liable to cause colds. The bathroom
above all should he kept warm.
This is easy and the bath is a
comfort if you have a
ERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeleus Device)
It may be carried from any other room to the bath room, which
it will heat while you are preparing for the bath. impossible
to turn it too high or too low. The most economical heater
you can buy—intense heat for 9 hours with
one filling.
Theiwo Lamp 11t-round house-is he best 
6mp for
hold purposes. Gives a clear.
steady u gh. Made of brass throughout and nickel
plated. Equipped with the latest improved central
draft burner. Handsome—simple—satisfactory. Every
lamp guaranteed.
11 you cannot get heater or lamp at your dealer's.
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
Incorporated
IIIIIIMIIIIMIIIM1111111111111111111P 
ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber
Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.
Both Phones 201
323 Kentucky Avenue.
132 S. Fourth St,
INSURANC  ACIENTS
ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
  E
Fire, Steam Boiler,
Lire, Bonds,
Accident, Plate Glass,
Health, . Cargo,
Liability, Hull,
Automobile, Elevator.
Office Phones °'° 369Now 369 Residence Phones
Old 726
N•ar 726
4..:eirnpbtall Building, PacluCeth,, Ky.
Do Your Shopping With
CASHIER'S CHECKS
Read the Proposition Below; It Means
$1.05 to You for Every Dollar Spent
With These Merchants. .* • •
WE, the undersigned merchants, agree to allow five'per cent discount on all purchases made of us,
and paid for at the time of purchase with cashier's
checks on any of the Paducah banks until further notice.
Signed:
RUDY PHILLIPS & Co.
WALLERSTEIN BROS.
NAGEL & MEYER.
GEORGE ROCK SHOE CO.
J. L. WOLFF.
R. W. WALKER &
MI, GUTHRIE & CO.
F. N. GARDNER, JR-, 00,
MRS. C. W. GIRARD).
MTHERSON DRUG STORE.
B. WEILLE & SON.
WILL J. GILBERT DRUG STORE.
PURCELL & THOMPSON.
ROY L. CULLEY & COO.
J. W. GEAVES & SON,
HANK BROS.
U. 0.'GUI,LETT & CO. ,
Gi,X). 0. HART & SON.
All merchants will honor cashier's checks for their
face value and are gild to get them, but the above mer-
chants will allow you five cents more on every dollar's
worth of merchandise bought of them and paid for in
cashier's checks on Paducah's banks.
 •OF••••*•••.,sossook.OWs•WW.
kit
TUESD.11. et tVENIBER 12,
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$2.70
Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Prepara-
tions for
$1.00
We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
'part of the city.
Both phones 756.
S.11. WINSTEAD
Drugigiat
Seventh and Broadway.
HENRY WINN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
leok Htndlng, Bank Work. Lege
and Library Work a specialty.
I-- 
.
,
Office tiouas: 
4 
_
--rrel0 a.m. 2 to 
Both Phones 270
Dr. H. T. Hessig
Office 205 S. Fourth St.
Watch the
Label
Rid a ea /I 1ty;
This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
. that you buy the best.
E
buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses,
do a general
livery business.
he Tully Livery Company
(lacarporatruti
Fourth St. and Kentucky Ire.
Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip, $6.26, For-
rest Cavalry.
•
Birmingham, Ala. — Round
trip f 9 35, 0-t. 19th and 20th,
returu Oct. 27th—Account
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. — Round
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 19th — Account
*Grand Lodge R. A: M.
Home Seekers' ticket. to all
points in the soeth and south-
west, including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Wien
Territory, at about onelfare
for the round trip, good re-
turning for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April '19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
mullions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City _Ticket Cake
H. AL-PRAT-111llW
A vent rnion Depot
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Former Balloon Feats.
Marvelous as are the performances
ot the up-to-date ainship, it seems to
be forgoten that similar ferataaavere
posaible as long ago Is 'Cat, says
the Dundee Adrveteisere On August
9 of that keeir MM. Renard and
Krebs, the former being the officer
in charge of the official balloon es-
tishment at Cha/aia-Sieudon, succeed
ed for the first time in making a ate
cuter balloon voyage. With a cigar-
[All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised in this
paper are on sale at
McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway.
shaped bailee:vie Vet feet long. pr-
pelted by a dynamo of S horse.
power, Hie aeronaut traveled a die-
tanee of seven kilometres in twenty-
three min.utee. descending at tbe very
spot from which they bad started at
Niemen?. Later, on October 28. they
made two equally sueeesefIll voyages
In the air, Helmet and descending at
will, performing evolutions and trav-
eling against a fairly strong breeze.
tbue demonstrating What seems to be
hailed as a very recent discovery, that
a balloon can be steered through the
air as easily as a ship over the seas.
"I wish I were a man." "Why?'
'.0e. because.' "You might at least
ithirfk up a man's reasen."—Washing
ton Herald
11111111111EW
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms,. on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
DIERICAN=GFRAAN NATIONAL BANK
NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indi-
cate. Purity of the
Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can.
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.
MONEY STRINGENCY
CLEARLY EXPLAINED
Why the Country Banks Had
to Resort to Cheeks
A Itiolucah Banker Tells ilk an Cu-
denuanduble Way What I' pl-
ed Action by Local Ranks 
CONDITIONS DAILY IMPROVING.
• The money stringency is daily be-
comiug lees and less acue, and Pa-
ducah bankers think that conditions
will be normal in a Week or so now.
The conditions in New York and the
other money centers is very much
improved and it is reflected in the
country banks now. For the inform-
ation of its readers The Sun inter-
viewed .me of the Perim...eh banks to-
day on the matter, and his interview
follows:,
Au explanation of the action
taken on the money question by the
Paducah banks, is due to the people,
that they may know that such action
was not taken, selfishly, for the ben-
efit of the banks but for the benefit
of the whole people of the commute
ity.
We have explained this action, its
cause and effect, ta as many as would
hate!: to us, but there ace some to
whom we have not had an opportun-
ity to talk to 'torsionally. and we take
this means to convince y 0 u that theie
is no occasion for alarm among the
people of this county.
As the larger cities of the l'nited
States are subsidiary money centers.
so is New York City tie. financial
center of the whole country. Cur-
rency and specie, like water seeking
its level, gradually drift from the
smaller towns and citiee back to the
money centers, from when .e it is re-
shipped by express to the banks of
the country districts. and whet again
put in circulation, will again flow
back to lie center. Month after
month, this movement of currency
and specie to the financial centers
and its reshipment back to the coun-
try districts, continuese year in and
year out.
Owing to the operation of certain
stock jobbers and speculators, a flur-
ry was caused In the financial centers
of New Tett City, causing a depre-
ciation of values, such as caused a
run upon two of the trust companies
of that city. Owing to the condition
brought about by this state of affairs
in New York, the banks of that city
refused to ship out currency and
apecie, to the country banks, until
conditions should re-adjust them.
selves. It is asserted that these con-
ditions will not last but a few days.
and the press of the country tell. us
that the conditions in New York are
getting better every day.
As explained, currency and spelt.,
had been moving to its center, and
is now being held there until affairs
shall be-erne steady. When the
banks of Chicago, St. Louis, Cincin-
nati.; Louisville and the other larger
cities couldn't secure currency and
specie from New York or other cities,
they in turn notified the country
banks, that because currency and
specie could not be procured by
them, as above explained, therefore
these city banks could not furnish
currency and specie to these country
banks, until the situation might be
relieved, which they thought would
occur in about ten days. Now there
aonfronted the bankers of the coun-
try, a condition that must be met
promptly. If the banks in the larger
cities, had 'closed their vaults, and
would not permit currency end epe-
ee to leave their cities, and the
bankers 'of the smaller towns had
ameinued to bold their vaults open,
paying out cagh as usual, the money
thus paid out seeking its center,
would go beak to the largest cities
eketeTTo be held until conditions in
hoseacities were relieved. When the
.anks of Ula smaller towns had paid
out all their urrency and specie, and
..ould secure no more from the cities,
the people would have been in SOW
ii let ress.
The bankers of Paducah agreed
that they would put' out in cash only
ten per cent of the deposits held be
them on November 1st. Now, this
theft not mean that the benks.are not
40Ing to pay you the balance of your
money, but was done as explained
above, that the present currency and
.peole in the country might be kept
until tbey could get mote currency
and specie from the larger cities.
understanding why this a-tion was
taken by the bankers, It is the duty
at every citizen to stand by his tent
and assist in meeting present condi-
tions. Deposit every dollar le cash,
that comes into your hands in your
bank. and pay every one you Owe
with a check. The party to whom
you give yque check may deposit It
in any bank in the county, and he in
turn may check agiinet that deposit
to the people whom he owes. this ac-
tion being repeated again and again
after the manner of an endless chain
will be lots of work for your banker
hot the greatest good to your county.
Remember this is not only your duty
to your community, but will he pf
important value to yourself, prevent.
ing the depreciation of your products
and your property.
hurt the bank you hurt yourself posiTioNsSECUREDTake your banker by the hand. end
r ellc,ratay ft it 4; 6Csay that yon are behind him and are
ready to do your part. He under-
Hands what ks best for the whole
people, and all he seeds ls your ac-
ceptance of present coneitiOnti, in
the right spirit.
Front information gieen us, we be-
lieve that, each and every bank ex-
cept for its inability to get currency
and specie which is tasked up in cit-
ies, iu MoDeacken county is In a
strong and healthy condition,. and
there is no occasion for distrust or
alarm.
Th writer woulde.ather strike off
his right hand than to intentionally
mislead any of his fellowmen. What-
ever may have been his abilities, his
religious convictions or his polite's,
he has tried to be. honest. This
statement of present conditions are
his honest convictions, and he le,
lievee them to be the facts,
FILES! PILES! PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching
Piles. It absorbsethe tumors, allays
Itching at once, acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles
and itching of the private parts. Sold
by druggists, mail 50c and $1.00
Williams' M'eg Co., Props., Cleve-
land, 0.
REDISTRICT
STATE WILL BE 1PPORTIoNED
FOR REPRESENTATION.
ilany Deal, •cratm Will
Join ill H .st Nioit•tart• to 1.110
Louisville, Nov 12.—emong
more important measures that will
be introduced into Kentucky's new
general assembly early in the odon
are bills redistricting the state in
CON TRACT given, esekel ,r300,000 00 siapit.t1 and 18 )t Sl:Ct;ESS‘
DRAUOHON'S 0.A,142
I Incorporated.)
PADeCAll, al.! nee leay. and Evansville and St- L tuts.
bookkeeping, Banking, Shertlettid, Penufenalinp, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
by business mea. Also teeth by mei], Write, phone, or Lail for catalogue.
30 Collegus In 17 State..
UY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY
18 BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR PRIES APPLY 70 LOCAL MAMA ER
EAST TENNESSEE ,TELEPHONE COMPANY
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
lnourpo •
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants inatailed.
Complete machine shy.
131.124 N. Fourth St. Pisontaa 7457
new senatorial and repreaentattve
virioree It is probable that thee Pacltacne
bills will be .fol.loweti by anothat
measure providing for a pew congree- Pain in the
sional districting of the state as well Hips and
It is believed that these measures
will have the support of many of the
Democratic members of the legisla-
ture who have come to realize the
manifest unfaireesteof the districting
bills passed by the previous legisla-
tive body. partieularly since the Ken-
tucky court of appeals, with its Dem-
ocratic representation, has passed
upon them and characterized the!:
as 'manifestly teeter to the peep,
at large in the state.
For months there has been a grow-
ing sentiment among them that the
Reputei-ares have been treated un
fairly in the matter of districting
measteres adopted by previous Dem-
me:etc legieletures, and an over-
whelming public sentiment and ne-
velt against them Is In evidence in
the Democratic, as well as the Re-
publican counties. The average Ken-
tuckian believes in playing the game
fairly and in meeting hispeighbor on
ground where neither eas the ad-
vantage over the other.
Bills for the redirtrietIng of Ken-
three into nee senatorial and tepee
ssntative divisions have been drafted
by Senator Alvin S. Bennett. ,eho
vigorously opposed the districting
measures adopted by the lase general
aessembly. They will be Introduced
early in the session in January, and,
it Is declared, will receive the hearty
support and indorsement of all the
members who are Intereeted in the
welfare of their etate.
The congressional districting -bill
adopted by a former legislature is
now In the lower courts, where il ca.
taken by the Republicans. When tie
courts have finally mused upon it a
new measure will be drafted and sub_
netted to the new legislature.
WILLIAMS' CARBOLIC SALVE
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL.
The best Solve In the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands, and
all skin eruptions. It Is guaranteed
to give satisfaction, or money re-
funded. Price 25c by Druggists.
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
Cleveland, 0.
CLERICti,S 1,084E.
Anti-Churchmen VistorbeiS in It .... an
Elections.
'R'ome. Nov. 12.—General munici-
pal electione were held today, and
the anti-clericals are said- to have
gained their greatest victory since
the fall of the church from temporal
power.
Only municipal offices we-re filled,
but the elections' Importance ertettad-
ed all through Italy. The cont 
came ad a conclusion to the anti-cler-
ical campaign, which had its begin
ning practically with the present
pontificate, for the clericals were
then allowed for the first time to
partielpate in ehe political life of the
country.
There Wall a reactionary movement
among the anti-clerical element
Some of them swung over from the
conservatives to the Doe:Fillets. anti
the municipal elections in Rome were
chosen as a battlefield.
Defeat being Inevitable,' the Merl-
cahe for the nest time since ts70,
withdrew from the field and, as a re-
sult, the anti-clerical victory was
complete and withoht precedent.
The vatioan'organa-jnaintalti Mit
the itbsentatIon of the clerical voters
Do not complain about your bank- was_notiviDs more thaw a matter of
or. fie did not desire to do this, but tactics.
has acted for your good. When you sig Oidettereo, Minister of public,
Groins
In most cases are direct results
ce WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF THE BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
neys and infiamed membrane,
lireng the neck of the Bladder
producing tee pains.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL COL II
Two dosese give relief, and
one box sit cure any ord,nary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma-
tism and all irregu settles of the
Kidneys and B:adder in both
men and women. Sold at 50
ents a box on the No Curs No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
vole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mall upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine CO., Louisville,
Ky.
RUBBER STAMPS
A r e bus i nese systemizers,
time savers and office necessi-
ties to the real business man.
Prices Right.
The Diamond Stamp Works
15 Third St. Pits es 358.
11111•1111=1111111111M1111E10111111111111111..
R. L. McMurtrie
old Pi  1142.
Manufacturer of
Mattresses
Furniture Stored and Packed
103 Whew. St
NEW STATE HOTEL
• METROPOLIS, ILL,
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
-----
geweat and beat hotel in the eh/.
Bates $2.00. Two large sample
booms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
the only centrally located Hotel is
lie city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
LIOITTO.
ST. IAWIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leavee Paducah for Tennessee? Meer
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
EtliENE RoBINSON C
Master
lerk
A. W. WRIGHT 
This company is not responsible
for :nyteee rhorges--neriess collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from
aah to Waterloo. Fare for the
trip tri.00. Leaves Paducah
ee'ednesday at 4 p. m.
Pad
round
every
--_— --
works, deed today. -lee e the fifth
collegue whom Prime Minister Gio-
litti has lost through death or illness
and the strange coincidence of mor-
tality in all the Moteti cabinets is
recalled. See Giolete is popularly
erediteal with having the evil eye and
the death of the ministers under him
gives great strength to the aueteste
tion.
• 
Miss Koy—"Do you know that hor-
rid Mr. Hansom insisted upon kissing
me last-night?" Miss Aticum--"Why
didn't you scream?" Miss Koe--7"1
didn't want to scare the poor fellow."
—'Philadelphia Press. - •
"AMERICANS IN EXILE"
Is a phrase unknown to ICC And yet
consumption Is. driving thousands he
to exile in far-off California or soma
other distant land. Before you sub-
mit to beine exiled, give Emulmo-
Hypo a thorough trial. It he cured'
many at loome aiming their loved
ones. Physician.; endorse it. Six bot. I
43.00 from your
MEN AND WOMEN,
te. Si 4.1 to, on n.torio
1.115$ nkys. dlocharcociallananiti..o,
annrailool Irritations or 51 orvo.ca
so* sueno.r, of morons me+0,r.roos.
Prnn•••_ _Cooloirlot_ Palsies% sod not sstrta-
irotlicialeX0.011. gest or 501.00055,
1111011111A11.111 amid trip Dessillolik
C. B. 4. or seat hi Phan rytArlocr
Sr misrule. pros, '. tar
et Of. or /I tol.tiro
Career 110iii so rawest
EVANSVILLE. PADFCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated.)
EVANSVILLS:-PADITAH PACKETS
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER Ptrii. FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m, sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or ,without meals
ad room, Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Rowler-Crumbaugh & Cu's (Mice,
First and Broadwee,
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUPICS
-wm!Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR C8t Rig T.,.:::YA•
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLEIr 
OOARANTEED OATISFACTOR
OR MONEY REV:MOTO
POOH EIGHT,
GEO. ADE'S FABLES
(Copyright. 1902, 1903. by Robert Howard
111,8aen
Once
there was
a seven•
teen year-
old Lamb-
kin with
long Legs
and his
hair part-
ed in the
Middle
who was
take ii
down with
a severe
case of
o's• e -
Gripes,
known in
the Books
as the
S p oouey
Inftintuut.
soaZO78POO5y1NyAL5. lie cut
off on his Eating and became white
around the gills. Moat of the Time
he sat around looking at the Rugs and
feeling sorry for himself.
The Object of this hungering Affec-
tion was a 90-tiouud Gun -Chewer uho
lived next Door. She was a fresh
and merry little Soubrine half-way be-
tween I.ong Dresses and Short Dresses
She was very 1.1ppy, and talked tun h
to her Folks and made Kaemy crooks
at the Old Ladies who came along
and was a Champion Giggler.
She was just at the Perky Age
Sbe had her first ('art-Wheel Hat and
a little Wrist-Bag, and be was expert
menttng with the Powder-1'11ff find
patting In somidderuble Time on 1:,.4r
Shape.
She thought she was the Wick-
•!(J 54.) WOO.. ii. wante!
to marry her. livt lie hu Iooly oil ....ot•
lu his Tin itsot . o at I_ . at....owe • oso
So all he von1,1 do \la, '
With a yearning and • 44 I
and write P% en or ciz'44 !ly
Notes Cr)'415). AO114.••••:, -he
Pity on Experien -.T. sow h ;41 o I
Wine Instinct. for YIN. '
on wit two or throe rote
scoupi Pra:14,-.41.uni. all the
Lt','. IN MO- -bet- tor sort otteroseiotto
Willie's Mother had seen a r
ninny Children and was familiar o
the Symptoms of the Veal Perlol.
she rois treating him gently and try
irg to none hum through the .totach
Not so- with the 0141 Centlenoin. It
mad* hint wrathy to we a Milk of
Roy make mach a Blithering hulieelle
4 aiiii.ekr. Like nearly all Proms. he
believed that Puppy torte gbould
viireil with a Piece of Siontlirig.
The more he ranstiol WI lo nod
poked fun at the gabby Ittoo Tidbit
noxt door, the more ilee;, 4,eatei1
nolouirtiatory beeitme the Fever that
Willie
otI it took
for True
Love. The
poor Kid
fell be
hind in Ills
Clamoes
and mop-
ed anotuil
the House
trying 4111
d if f 4. rent
Cravat is.
Saran-
parilla tild
Wit flePIII
to bel
him. an I
when any
of th e
\ Cullerstold his
Ol m ma
I hot ht. was ion' iii Thlo nod Palo. he
PM on a WM:1 571i14' :111'1 folt ei
nsior
ng..d. for Winie 11.441 It :ill Pool to• that
he was to di,' of a litoilion Dear; awl
ante a Stool I-Omer:41ot the Vino Ire,
byterian olio hi. it.o.0 t sit-
l's It 4N194 01 i I
"When I was at your Age."
So far as Willie could gather from
the rough Line of Conversation handed
to hint about throe Owes per Day,
Pupa had always been eold blooded
and sensible, even in his earliest
Youth. Papa never had been so weak
and foolish as to fall in Love. Some-
times Willie wanted to ask him if he
had married Mamma on a Bet, but he
wits afraid to start auythiug.
As for Mamma, she sat back with
her Lips dosed tightly anti listened
whilo the theoretical Head of the Fam-
ily joshed poor Willie mid longged
about himself, and told what a bright,
industrious, level-headed Boy he had
been aims about-1876,
She stood for It a long Time, autl
then she decided to lake charge of Wil-
lies Case and put him Wise. Papa's
Scheme for breaking up the Affair
• with the Bantam next door was to
threaten to send Willie to a Military
Scilool If he ever spoke to her again.
Papa knew a -lot about :he insurance
Hosiiiteos, but lie was a Shin* whom it
come to polling off a piece of PM!
\kook In whioh healer young Affet--
nous were all enarled up.
It happened that Papa bad to go
East for a Moath, and no sooner haul
he jimmed the Town thou Mamma
took Willie luto her Room and dashed
a Boodle of Letters on him.
"There are a few Samples of the
Inju-Pasite that your Father used to
send to in. hack In ISSO," she said.
'1 hate to Call him. but I want you
lo know that no matter what you
tio, It runs in the Family. Glance
over this
one. for
Instance.
lie emits
me Hon-
ey seven
timeo In
three
Lines,
with a
couple of
Sweettos
thrown In
In make it
gatVing. d .1;10 
_ft _PTS'etlItil
Gush your
Po was
the Hu-
man lima.
Of coarse,
that Was
long lie-
f ire the
Rhenium -
flans got
him awl he begun to see the Doctor
steno bie [icor. You nowt always
resooet your Father, but y,iti needn't
1,4•1.eve anything he say,. lii rcgaAl
to your ideeli alld steadfast 1.‘o,o for
the Beautiful t'renture Just over the
Fento. I will %so' that I have framed
it no with her Mother to hare the two
14 on Married just as soon as you
are "id commit, which will he In about
Five l'eare. In the nienti time you
are at liberty to pot in all of your
Thos. with her. I suggest that you go
over to her Ilourie inimedintely and
Comet...p with her for rieveral hours
ooneeroing .art, Literature. Ilistory. or
whatever Topic is uppermogt In her
Mtiol. When you get tired of callino
on her she can eonte over and see
too. It Is cumtornat•y for an Eitgagtol
I ouple to be Inoeparable"
When Papa oriole I•aok form the
East lie found that Wiltie had onincal
• poundo andi W11,4 very Inoiy moraniz-
Mg a Junior Ball TeflIO Li do up the
\Veit Skit' Gang. Every time that
little Sweetheart enille through the
Side Gate to play with him. lie oath-
-red up his Mask and the Big Clove
ii ml made a 4111'0 Ittletik for the AlleY.
Pripo anvothat Theo Affair was bustOl,
l 'soil lie told his Bushiest:4 Partner that
he had reasoned with the Kid and
iinsight Mtn to hie Senteo.
; MORAL: In ease of Ne•ightspr'400d
1_21unpL_'^ationa send _Papa _Lao
WILLIE MAkEet A qttor
sNEAK.
PACIFIC FLEET VANGUARD
F'ETED Illi BRAZILIANS.
Rio Janeiro. Nov. 12.-The Ameri-
can cruisers Tennessee and Washing-
ton, Rear Admiral Sebree command-
ing, which arrived here November 4,
their way to the pacific. The series
of °Metal entertainments tendered
the Americau °facers by the Brazilian
authorities. came to a conclusion to-
da when President Penna, accorn
panted by a number 01_ Milltaro .an
Bat: inT117.177.7'11744% t'444'l4Tlivt444 tow Trip. civil authorities. visited the Tonnes
plot- se o where he was received by I' "
B. Dudley. the American mhos.,
'We have the agency for
Richard tludnut's
Celebrated
Toilet Articles
We have succeeded in se-
curing the agency for Richard
Iludnut's complete line of
Toilet Waters, Perfumes. Ntar.
velous Odd Cresol, etc.-an
announcement which we are
Mlni• Will prove very interest-
ing to ladies oho take care of
their good look... Call at our
store and get !Imitates
Famous Beauty
Book FREE.
Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.,
• .gent for original Alleoretti -
Candle'
.01. .10, holding thy position nlitel
S• .1(4-cph !44141: Iti St. Joseph shei
ma:. 144d a NNOman with a horn she
it id for ovur thirty Nears. The two
worncn, s4iii masquerading as man
Hind WOInatt came to Trinidad two
to ay, and Iticti accepted a place In a
‘'oshaugh worked here
ti041, rittrI1 II les until she be-
came collie and last year was taken
oi the r -14•Ito Imo:ital. where her sex
was discovered. She refused to
her clothing and continued
110 wear masculine tiothing to the
end.
1 l'ST At.1101 PROVES Tit VI'
O SHOP DEP allITSIF:NT IS 0. K.
NI EN'S CilIT II 1\1:
WORN 111
111 1441 alt Age. 0( Kt In I 'olorado Hot--
ing llosoueralled .%11 Her Life.
Trinidad. Col , Nov. 12.-- Miss
Katticrin.: Voshaugh. aged 83, who
for nearT-sizty years passed as a
man. died here in a hospital today. I
Miss VosInvigh when a young wo-
man adoptud men's clothes. obtained'
• mole,- men: as a bookkeeper In Jots- ,
and then acrete pd a place hi a •
wom A N. Brazil.
The vieltors went over the war
ships, after which they were enter
tamed by Rear Admiral Sebree, in has
cabin. The rear admiral, In a too-
proposed the prosperity of Brazil and
the development of the Brazilian
navy. In repiy President Penns
toasted the ITnited States navy aria
President Roosevelt. As the Braziiiat
president was leaving the or-Wiser the
crewa of both the Tennessee and the
Washington saluted him with cheers
BRIAN ON DEMOCIt Ot V .OT
JEFFER.S0N 11,111 SPREAD.
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 12.- Will-
liam J. Bryan was the guest of honor
at a banquet of the Jeffstroon club o:
this city la'-night. Bryan respond-
ed to the toast "Donor-Taro." He ri•
cussed the Dernooratic theory of
eminent as pregonted by Jeffe:--
contrasting it with the Hamilton..i
theory of centralizatitm. Sposkint.
of the spheres of Doti-on and -
he took occasion to condemn
tional incorporation of railroad:
proposed by President Ftoosovett, s.•
ing that however honestly the proisi-
dent intended it, It was in the intor-
osts of the railroads, which ciewired
not greater federal regulation. but it.
rorape from otnte regulation, lie aloo
dinruswed the trust, tariff anti rail-
road quotetiono. Speaking of the
present tormoy otringtnit Y. he oak] It
began with speoutation in Nsw York
but that it was extended, owing 'to
the timidity of doporiltors. He
thought this timidity was not jueti-
fkol and that the harlot of the west
are sound.- He favored legislation
which. by inerettoing tho,sec,urlty of
dopoteitors, would remove 'oven an
oniskatiMffibto foar.
THE PA:DI-V.1H EVENING SUN
COMMISSIONERS
ELECT TWO PATICOLNIEN AND
ONE NEW FIREMAN.
('harlots Herber and ('bathes B. Whit-
t*. re Added 10 Force and
Samuel White Firenuan.
Two patrolmen: Charles Barber
und Marko B. Whittemore. and one
fireman, Samuel Whitt-, were eloeted
in the regular meeting of the board
of fire and police commiosioners last
night. Vacancies wore calmed by the
tosignation of Fireman Otto Hamil-
ton, of station No. I. and Patrolman
Sam Howell. Patrolman Tom H.
Wallace woo removed.
Sunday morning Patrolman Wal-
lace telephoned over the new phone
to -ret/Ort in, stattitrg that he woo at.
No 3 fire *tattoo. Lieutenarst Pot-
ter realized that there NaS no new
Pholle at No. 3 station. and tower-
tatned front the tolophone office that
Wallace had telephoned from Sixth
anti Fin.le etreetc.
Otto Hamilton resigned to return
to ho ohl trade of carpenter.
The newly elected officer* are well
known here. Patrolman NO'hitte-
more was formerly in the grocery
business at Fourth and Jefferson
streets. Patrolman Harbor has been
cooineted with the street department
of the city. Fireman White wail
formerly -an attache of tho (\Ka Cola
bottling works here
loung Men Wanted for the Navy.
A navy recruiting party will vial,
this city November 14th to Novembee
29th, 1907, when examination will
be made for all ratings. Good pay
at the start, and an opportunity for
advancement. Age limit for mot
with a trade, 21 to 35. Boys 17 to
25. Food, lodging, medical attend•
ante and $6o outfit of clothing free.
Apply Basement Postoltice Building.
Paducah, Kentucky.
_ Big Diamond to Be BeIrloolli.
Londoo, Nov. 12.-- Regarding the
disposition of the Cullinan diamond,
which was presented by the Trans-
vaal to King Edward as a token of
the colony's loyalty on the occasion
of his majesty's birthday, the king,
In te:egraphing thanks to the Trant-
vital, said to. accepted the gift on be-
half of himself and successors and it
would be preserved among the his-
fork jewels forming the heirlooms of
the crown.
LEVEE STRIKE QUESTION
111OF(ME LEGISLATURE.
Baton Rouge, I.a.. Nov 12 --Pur-
suant to the call of Governor Blanch-
ard the Louisiana genoral assembly
was ea led to order in extra session
at noon today. The sestion, which is
limitsd to thirty days, will eensider
the appointment of a commit:Sion to
investigatecharges
lot connection with the recent strike
of 10.000 leaee workers. which Is-
Teat1mated to have coat the state busi-
ness interests 91.000.00n.
199 SALOONS
CLOSED IN ILLINOIS BY LOCAL
OPTION ELECTION.
140 Precincts Votiol Dry Out of Dm
lit Which Were •230 Saloons.
Springfield, Ill., Nov. 12.-Accord-
log to Ernest A. Scrogin, attorney
for the Anti-Soloon league, out of
1160 precincts which voted on the
liquor question at the recent elec-
tion 140 voted against the license.
In these precincts were 250 saloons
of which 199 were voted out of busi-
ness.
YOUNG WIFE RAN .AW SY
WITH IMPLEMENT AGENT.
Mayfield. Ky., Nov. 12.-A mea-
sage from the west part of the coon
ty states that the wife of T. M Yates,
a farmer of Hickman county, just
across the line from Grave% . haft
eloped with a noon named Donovan,
who had been in that community
only a ithort time. Mrs. Yates had
been married only about a year. She
is 245 years cad, while her husband
is about 50. Several weeks ago Don-
ovan. machi the acquaintance of the
Yatee family as aft agent for an Ohio
implement company and has since
made his headquarters at the Yates;
home, paying much attention to the
wife, and an etopement Friday night
watt the moult. 'The couple loft the
hour* some ti-me before do:slight. In
the wronged husband'll boggy, and
track* indionte Hist they tied in a
toutherly dreettotr and are now sup-
posed to be tr Tennesooe
Princess' Bridal Lingerie Cost
$80,000.
Paris, Nov. 12 --The trousseau of
Princess Mark. BOtWit1a1 I 0 Whose mar
riago to Print* George of Greece,
will be celebrated next month. tsar
'wen put on exhibition said haw not
oll Parts. to discussing it. Such a
Magniliceat diaplay --feminine
finery has not been seen here since
the advent of the Third Republic.
There are sixty:five different 000-
tunwe complete of linens and plies
of dainty lingerie. The lingo-He
a :one cost $ .41410. tb v. beau ti f u 1
itkirts and other garments whit the
bride will wearr on her wedding da0'
ottraeting especial oftontion. The
prIncesa has been the subject' of
inuch criticism by Paolsieries because
the entire t ro u sera u was pun basoed
at a single houte, and that nat a
French hut an Austrian house.
Sea Fights to End In 5 Minutes,
St. Louis, Nlo . No's. 12.-Com-
mander William S Shim, U. S. N..
before the Round Table club at- the
St. Louis club, declared that five
minetes would be the length of the
modern battle on tiro peas. Ile staid
the matter practically had resolved
Itself into a quevtion of Ore oarvival
of the fastest, tnasmuch markrnan-
ship had improved to such an extent
it would be p000lble to sink a fleet
in a few minutes
Hunter Wounded By Accident.
Sterling. • 11., Nov. 12.--Whlle
hunting today William Evans. of An-
nawan accidentally discharged his
shotgun, tearing off two fingers of his
left hand.
left This afternoon for Montevideo On
- ----•- ---- ------- - - - ••-•••---- Vie Bun want ails. for result". The Evening Sun-10c. • week. Pi' list includes the Altos and Cap) 
part of his fleet to Paducah The
j
I:10X BORto
CLOTHES
lEtir Master Cerafttnaushilf.
It isn't simply
that we sell Rox-
boro clothes that you
find it worth while to
buy your things here.
That's a pretty good
reason; but there are
others. We've a lot of
other things that men
wear, that are worth
having, too. If you
haven't found out that
this store is the head-
quarters for quality stuff,
you've got something
coming to you.
We allow 5 per (lent
discount on- all cash
purchases, paid for
with Cashier's Cheeks
on Paducah banks.
••• MOANINT
1150111tailf0 1868
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 12. 4
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50*
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
REASON ENOUGH.
The Father: "Rabbis, why don't you give that candy to baby?"
The Son: "I would, papa, only it's-it's so ebony I can't let go."
River Stages,
Cairo 13.6 0.6 rise
C'ia t tacooga  6.3 1.7 rise
(7int•iroosti  21.0 0.7 rise
Evans-v.1110 . 14.2 1.2 Doe
"ioretee  2.'4 0.0 st'd
•lotacsnville  3.8 0.4 Awe
;Morino  7.8 0.4 fall
' Carmel  4.0 0.6 fall
 11.1 0.0 fetid
• tsburg  7.0 0.9 fall
Louis  6.2 0.2 fell
Vionon  12.8 0.9 rhee•
l'aducah  9.3 0.8 rise
The river froto presented a bleak,
• oortr d a ppearanco this morning,
141 until the Cowling arrived from
1-•tropolio there was Dot a boat at
4. wharf. The absence of the Cairo
;eket was itortScoablo arid a few pen-
o. who were, not aware of the dig-
•ntiouance of the boats, were disap-
-mood this morning. It is stated
Hit the Dick Fowler will resume
1144-r regular trips as soon as the re-
pairs are Made to her machinery and
the new engines inetailt-d.
The government gauge showed a
etage of 9.3 this morning, which in
the highest reached since September
1 4. The river is steadily rising and-
a much .better stage is expeoted.
1 The it. Dunbar is due in from Ev-ansville today, while the H. W. But-
i torff will be the packet In that •14ne
;tomorrow,
, The Clyde came in-from the Ten-
neenee this morn'ing and notwith-
standing the marked dullness In bus1.
nese all along the river. She brought.
In an exceptionally large amount of
freight, the principal part being lam.
her, She went an to Joppa this
nrorndng and will return tonight to
receive freight for her return trip,
The City of Baffin.° is due from St.
leaving here Wednesday night.
Louis tomorrow en route to the Ten-
nessee river.
; The Cha;ncey Lamb left this morn-
ing for the Tennessee river.
The Lyda, Homer, Charles. Turner
-1r1 Pavoria left yesterday for the
;•-noweeee river after tie tows.
The Toni Dodsworth wooed down
ossterday with a big tow Of coal for
elle lower Mhenostppi.
Commodore Henry Loyhe will take
A test fire alorm found all hand:.
al the illinoie Central shops on duty
Ws morning bet weon 14 and 1411
o'clock. fire drills were held to ex- '
hibff the excellent work of the ICJ- 1t
nob. Central private fire department
to insure adjustors and rotators.
- 
'Itn you loOlevo in I he power of
istrogeotion?''
1
.1 "I Certainly do. If I suggest oys-
ters often enough. Charley noually
lintites•Me to •have some." -1.Ouls;
• !.t Me Cfifillefolfibriral.; 
. s -I
.4411Eitti,
Girardeau. They will
and will winter at
Louis Post-Dispatch
The Reaper' came
from Caseyrille with
coal•
leave this week
Paducah -St
in last night
a large tow of
Business continues to be good at
the dry docks, and marine ways and
full formes are being worked.
The Chattanooga Times says
A sudden rime In the river, caused
by heavy rains in the upper tributar-
ies Sat orday arid Saturday night
opened navigation between Chatta-
nooga and the lower rivet- yesterde-Y•
The steamer Jotin A. Patton, which
has been uroler repalro for Ronne time.
is steaming tflowards this city and
will reach the local wharf some time
this morning.
The (Naattanooga 1st plying between
Riverton and Paducah just now. but
Ithe believed that she will start reg-
ulat trips to Chattanooga in a short
time. It has been protticallo derid-
ed to have the two boats between
Paducah and Chattanooga this wa-
gon, and the packet companty oftt•
data predict a big businots for both
entity.
This afternoon the direetoro of the
Chattanooga Peic.kot company winl
meet at the MonsifacOurers' associa-
tion rootus, and the full schedule for
the season will be made up and &n-
et:tuns:4. Whether or not the corn-
intro will- purehate a new boat for
the Cloth anooga-Fad u salt t rad s. sod
what "runt!" will be made by the
oth'sr boats, will be determined at
the meeting this afternoon, as will
other important matters connected
with the river traffic.
Official Forecasts,
The Ohio, at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon, will continue rising during
the next two or three days, then fall.
At Paducah and Cairo, will continue
rising during the next four days.
The Tennessee, from Florence to
the mouth, not much change during
the next 36 hours.
• The Mississippi, from below St.
Louis to above Cairo, not much
Ichange during the next 36 hours.
:LID ON BATHTUBS IN NASHVILLE
New Mayor Orders Strict Enforce-
ment of Sunday (losing Law.
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 12.-Nash-
ville's new mayor ordered a strict en-
forcement of the Sunday closing law
'today, and as a result not oat). the
I saloons and bars in the city were
, closed, but the transient acrustomed
to a Sunday morning bath at a pub-
lic house was denied that luxury.
Bootblack stands were also closed for
I the day. Twenty-five arrests were
made.
1The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I Serve you. We
gi va Promt personal at-
tention at all times.
1-1 ARRY ANDERSbN, PHONE '915
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes 'match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St. I. -
a
